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CHAPTER I 
AREA PROCEDURE 
Philosophy. The responsibility of the Eastern ·.Illinois 
Area of·Special Education is to provide an education.for its 
youth within the. framework of their human.similarities and 
their equally human differences, Working through its services, 
programs, and instructional media, therefore, the school should 
provide educational opportunities sufficient to meet each child's 
personal nee.ds as well .as to equip him for successful partici­
pation in a:democratic society, Equally important, the school, 
in conjunction with home, church, and community organizations, 
should help each student develop his aesthetic, moral, social, 
and physical capabilities, 
Because the educational proc�ss is dynamic, not static, 
the methods of instruction should be flexible, ··not rigid, and 
frequently evaluated in order to educate each student effectively, 
Evaluation should be based upon· continuing examination of the 
nature of learning, upon.student interests and abilities, and 
upon the goals of the students and community, Such a program 
is consistent with respect for individual differences whether 
they exist in students, in parents, in citizens of the wider 
community, or in faculty inembers, In order to develop a sense 
of optimal accomplishment, the professional talents.and interests 
of the staff should be utilized in curriculum changes, administrative 
planning and innovations of school procedures, To these e�ds, , ·- � I 
schools within the district, divisions or_department� within 
eachq3chool, .and classes within each area should reflect same-
ness where desirable.and differences where necessary, 
Special Education programs provide the .means whereby 
the. school recogr:iizes. the individual differences which cannot 
be completely resolved in,�he regular classroom and makes avail-
able the types qf programs necessary in order to aid the student 
who has specia�.needs • .  For this student, a successful school 
program works toward his social acceptance on the basis of his 
individual personality rather than on the condition of his hand-' 
icap, 
The programs are designed, as much as po�sible, .to permit 
the student to function within the framework of the regular 
classroom with the supplemental help of special materials, school 
and outside resources, special and resource teachers for certain 
individualized or small group instruction, and, when necessary, 
placement in special self-contained classes, 
Thus, the handicapped student is given the opportunity 
to continue his education to the best of his ability and equip 
himself for participation on an independent basis in a democratic 
society, 
The fundamental philosophy unde�girding the educational 
programs offered in the Eastern Illinois Area is that every 
pupil should have the educational opportunity for the fullest 
2 
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development in terms of his potentialities, needs, and interests. 
To accomplish this, the single rigid curriculum which was offered 
to all pupils has given way to multiple educational programs de-
signed to meet the learning experiences. 
The objectives of education for exceptional children 
are the same as those for all children as established by the 
Educational Policies Commission: 
1. Self-Realization 
2.  Human.Relationships 
J. .Economic Efficiency 
4 • .  Civic Responsibility 
The attainment of these objectives must be a continuous 
' 
and dynamic process under the guidance of the publ!c school.·system, 
4 
SCHOOL POPULATION BY COUNTIES: 
COLES ·a,ooo 
CUMBERLAND 2 , 050 
:CLARK 4 ,000 
'DOUGLAS 5 , 6QO.: _ 
EDGAR . 5 , 200 
EFFINGHAM . 4 , 900 
MOULTRIE '2 , 500 
SHELBY 5 , 000 
""- -� 
37 , 250 
SUPERINTENDENTS 
Altamont 
· c. c .. �Jenkins 
Arcola 
L, Sitter 
Beecher City 
Fdward Wiser 
Bethany 
Paul H, Spence 
Casey 
M. L. Livingston 
Charleston 
Paul Seitsinger 
Ch:r:isman 
Cecil Smith 
Cowden 
Don Drain 
Cumberland 
H, E, Garner 
Effingham 
James T, Fennessey 
Findlay 
Paul Bennett 
Hurne 
James Fortune 
!f.ansas 
Eldred Walton 
Lovington 
A, E, Best 
1-Rrshall 
C, A. Bush 
Martinsville 
E, H, 
Wendlandt 
Mattoon 
Ray lane 
Moweaqua 
_ 
M. J, Corby 
Neoga 
L, K, Voris 
Newman 
Arthtll:' Leeth 
Oakland 
Charles L, Joley 
Paris (Crestwood ) 
Paul Keehner 
Paris Ch. #95 
John Stabler 
Scottland 
Robert C, Dagley 
Shelbyville 
Robert Webb 
Stewardson-Strasburg 
Lloyd T. Elam 
Sullivan 
Marvin Rice 
Teutopolis 
Sister M. Stephanie 
Tower Hill 
F. M. Greer 
Tuscola 
J, Clinton Taylor 
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E A S T E R N I L L I N 0 I S 
A R_E A 
S..P EC IA L  E D UC A T IO N. 
DOUGLAS 
COLES 
·SHELBY CUMBERLAND 
EFFINGHAM . 
Villa Grove 
Gerald Gaines 
Westfield 
Vergil Gregg 
Windsor 
J, R, Curry 
EDGAR 
CLARK 
COUNTIES: 
M. R. TEDRICK-CLARK 
G, W. DUNN-COLES 
J. L, BAKER-CUMBERLAND 
W. A, BOZARTH-DOUGLAS 
CARL JONES-EDGAR 
LOWELL LEWIS-EFFINGHAM 
DELMAR ELDER-MOULTRIE 
B. BA'ITERSHELL-SHELBY 
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COUNTY STATISTICS OF EXCEPTIONAL CHILDREN 
1l s 
ro ro Q) 
rl .c: ...; Cll - H � » H ro .!<: Cll Q)' .0 � +' 
. �- rl 
H Q) � •rl rl rl � ro rl '+-I Cl> ;:! 
rl 0 ;:! � .c: � � 0 0 0 0 tf.) A 
:(1) Served 2 3 0 1 1 20 0 6 
Phy. Hand. Not Served ;c24 16 - 8" gJ_ .• _J.: £.I _J_ 8-- -
Total 26 12 8 24 8 42 :2 14 
(2) Speech Served 26 147 25 99 67 130 120 200 
Not Served· 2Q. --2§. 102 107 143 28 10 -12 
Total : 206 210 
(3) Deaf Served 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 
Not Served 0 _J_ 0 2 - 12 0 0 0 
Total 0 0 0 0 0 
(4) Hard-of Served 2 2 2 2 2 8 5 0 
Hearing Not Served 16 22 16 18 11 -2_. 2 6 
Total 18 24 l8 20 1 7 6 
(5) Blind Served 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Not Served - 1 0 0 0 0 ·o 0 0 
Total 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
(6) Partially Served 1 2 0 5 0 0 1 0 
Seeing Not Served lT 4 2 6 -2 _J_ 2- �-
Total 12 6 2 11 
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CHAPTER II 
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION 
The Eastern Illinois Area of Special &l.ucation serves 
an eight county area in Eastern Illinois adjoining the Indiana 
Border. The area, encompassing a population of 220,000 is 
essentially rural-farm and rural non-farm which represents 70 
percent of the total population of the area in contrast with the 
state average of 20 percent in these two categories, There 
are no metropolitan centers in the eight county area and only 
two cities have populations in excess of 10,000 , The primary 
occupations for the area are agricultural--related with·:scattered 
small manufacturing, Thirty-six (36 )  school districts, with an 
approximate enrollment of 37,500 are located in this area. 
Thirty-three of these school districts are served by the Eastern 
Illinois Area of Special &l.ucation. Non-members are Herrick, 
Dieterich, and Arthur. There are 37 high schools with only two 
having an enrollment of over 1,000 students, The population 
of the area is relatively homegeneous as related to the portion 
of its educational level, origin, wealth and types of employment, 
The ·�hirty-three (33) school districts holding membership 
in the special education district have 150 separate attendance 
centers and range in enrollment from 150 to 5 , 000 students and 
have an approximate total enrollment of 37 , 500 , The median size 
of the member school district is approximately 1,000 pupils. 
'Ihere are two (2) non-public schools located in the unit and these 
will be served by the on going activities of the programs. 'Ihe 
total non-public school enrollment will not exceed 1,000 students, 
An examination of such factors as the percentage of the 
population residing in homes with income in excess of $J ,OOO , the 
median level of education indicates that the counties in the Special 
Education District rank below the state median in each of the 
previously mentioned categories, 
In support of the above statement, it is emphasized that 
the median- income,foil1�•.the' ar�a .is. $2,000 less than the state 
average, that the percentage of families with incomes of less 
than $10 , 000 is one-third of the states average, that the un­
employment in the area is slightly higher than the state average, 
and that the median level of education for the population of the 
area is slightly less than that of the state average, 
Local interest and effort, as reflected through the on 
going Special Education District and local tax money supporting 
it, indicates a high level of acceptance and willingness to 
support innovative programs in Special Education; however, 
sufficient local resources are not available to provide full 
support for the operational program. 
10 
JOINT AGREEMENT 
OF 
EASTERN ILLINOIS AREA 
FOR A 
SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAM 
COUNTIES OF 
11 
CLARK-COLES-CUMBERLAND-DOUGLAS-EDGAR-EFFINGHAM-MOULTRIE-SHELBY 
MEMBER UNITS 
Altamont 
Arcola 
Beecher City 
Bethany 
Casey 
Charleston 
Chrisman 
Cowden 
Cumberland 
Effingham 
Findlay 
Hume 
Kansas 
Lovington 
Ms.rs hall 
M3.rtinsville 
M3.ttoon 
Neoga 
Newman 
Oakland 
Paris (Rural-#4 
Paris #95 
Scottland 
Shelbyville 
Stewardson 
Strasburg 
Sullivan 
Teutopolis 
Tower Hill 
Tuscola 
Villa Grove 
Westfield 
Windsor 
SUPERINTENDENTS 
EXECUTIVE BOARD 
C .  C ,  Jenkins 
Leon Sitter 
Fil.ward Wiser 
Paul H .  Spence 
M. L, Livingston 
Paul Seitsinger 
Cecil Smith 
Don Drain 
H .  E. Garner 
James T. Fennessey 
Paul Bennett 
James Fortune 
Eldred Walton 
A .  E, Best 
C ,  A ,  Bush 
E,  H ,  Wendlandt 
Ray lane 
L. K ,  Voris 
Arthur Leeth 
Charles L, Joley 
Paul Keehner 
John Stabler 
Robert Dagley 
Robert Webb 
IJ.oyd T .  Elam 
M3.rvin Rice 
Sister M, Stephanie 
F. M. Greer 
J,  Clinton Taylor 
Gerald Gaines 
Vergil Gregg 
J,  R .  Curry 
AREAS OF SERVICE 
Article 14, Sec . 14-1 
to 14-12 and Article 
14A-The School Code of 
Illinois Blind 
Partially Seeing 
Deaf 
Impaired Hearing 
Fil.ucable Mentally Hand­
icapped 
Trainable Mentally 
Handicapped 
Emotionally Disturbed 
Gifted 
Multiply Handicapped 
Physically Handicapped 
Psychological Services 
Speech Therapy 
Socially �nladjusted 
COUNTY SUPERINTENDENTS 
Clark 
Coles 
Cumberland 
Douglas 
Fil.gar 
Effingham 
Moultrie 
Shelby 
M. R .  Tedrick 
G ,  W ,  Dunn 
J,  L ,  Baker 
W .  A .  Bozarth 
Carl Jones 
Lowell Lewis 
Delmar Elder 
B. Battershell 
ADMINISTRATIVE DISTRICT - SOUTH ROUTE 4.8� M.A.E .E.C. - MATTOON 
ILLINOIS DIRECTOR , D .  R .  GREWELL 
A G R E E M E N T 
It is hereby mutually agreed by and between the within 
named school districts , through their respective School Boards , 
to conduct a co-operative unit program of Special Education for 
the combined student enrollment encompassed within the total 
respective districts, all in accordance with resolutions , organ­
ization and policies herein contained , 
R E S 0 L U T I 0 N 
WHEREAS , there is a need for a program of special education 
at this time directed to insure better educational advantages for 
the children eligible under the State Special Education Program, 
WHEREAS , an efficient and proper Special Education Program 
cannot be conducted feasibly by one alone; and , 
WHEREAS, Section 10-22 : 31 of the Illinois School Code 
(School code change 1962 ) authorized joint agreements between 
several school districts , through their school boards, to establish 
such programs , 
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED THAT School District #����­
�������������County, Illinois be authorized to enter 
into a joint agreement with other school districts, and be bound 
thereby; and , 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the President and the Secretary 
of this Board are hereby authorized and directed to execute said 
joint agreement , copy of which is attached hereto; and, 
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that this Board hereby approved of 
the Program for Special Education as presented , copy of which 
program is attached hereto ,  
I , Secretary of the 
�......,...��=-=-����-:-�-,---,-�......,.,.����� Board of Education of District # 
��-
County, Illinois do hereby certify that the above and foregoing 
is a true and correct copy of a certain resolution which was duly 
passed by said Board at its regular meeting held on the �-day 
of A .D . , 196� 
12 
ATTEST: Secretary of the Board of Education 
of District #���� 
President of the Board of 
Education District #�� 
County, Illinois ,  
�����-
County, Illinois ,  
13 
I, NAME 
The within program shall be known as the Ea.stern Illinois 
Area of Special Education , said area comprising the counties of 
Clark , Coles , Cumberland, Douglas , Edgar , Shelby, Moultrie , and 
Effingham. 
II. PURPOSE 
The purpose shall be to operate a special education program 
to meet the needs of children residing within the school district 
of any and all members . 
III, ORGANIZATION 
A .  Membership 
1 .  Membership i n  this program shall be extended 
to all school districts within the eight county 
area who enter 1nto this agreement on or before 
June ?, 1962 . 
2 .  Additional membership may be granted to other 
school districts by a two-thirds vote of the 
executive council . 
J, Membership shall continue , and member districts 
shall be bound hereby, from year to year unless , 
on or before the 1st day of April of any year , 
any member district shall notify, in writing , 
the iltlrector and the Executive Council of that 
district ' s  intention to withdraw at the end of 
that year, The Council shall advise a member 
district of the Council ' s  decision to exclude 
that member district from the program for the 
ensuing year by notice in writing on or before 
1st day of April of any current year . 
4,  In the event of withdrawal or exclusion of any 
member district from the program , said district 
shall be reimbursed for money due , or make pay­
ment of outstanding obligations to the program. 
B. Administration 
1 .  One member district shall be designated by the 
Executive Council as the Administrative District, 
2 ,  Said Administrative District shall be the parent 
district for purposes of reimbursements, of teacher 
tenure and retirement benefits, and wherever else 
positive legal entity is required to execute the 
program, 
C, Executive Council 
1 .  'Ibe Executive Council shall be composed of one 
representative from each member district, one 
County Superintendent of Schools as selected by 
the County Superintendents in said area, and the 
Superintendent of Schools of the administrative 
district shall serve as an ex-officio member. 
2 ,  'Ihe Executive Council shall, from its membership, 
elect a Chairman and a Secretary, who shall serve 
for a term of one year each, 
a. 'Ihe Chairman shall perform all of the functions 
customarily inherent to a presiding officer, 
b, 'Ibe Secretary shall perform all of the func­
tions customarily inherent in offices of a 
secretary, 
J.i' 'Ihe Executive Council shall establish all policies 
and shall constitute the recognized entity for the 
conducting of all financial transactions of the 
program. 
4 .  'Ihe .·.Executive Council shall hold regular meetings, 
and special meetings at the call of the Chairman 
or any five members. All meetings of the Executive 
Council shall be conducted according to Robert's 
Rules of Parliamentary Procedure. 
5 ,  'Ihe Executive Council shall define the scope and 
limits of the director's duties, responsibilities, 
and authority with respect to the cooperating dis­
tricts. 
6 .  Two-thirds of all: ·,members shall cons ti tu"be a guorum 
but no action shall be taken unless approved by a 
majority vote of total membership, 
14 
CHAPTER III 
PROGRAM 
DIR&:TOR 
Director, The director of special education must possess 
not only the knowledge of special education programs and services 
but, equally important, have high level skills in leadership and 
administration, In addition, he should possess the ability to 
'.'sell" the needs of exceptional children to school administrators, 
teachers, and the lay public, Because handicapped children re­
present a minority faction and their education is expensive, the 
director must be able to represent them capably in all instances 
where decisions concerning their welfare are under considerations, 
He must-also have the capacity to understand the feelings of 
parents of handicapped boys and girls and should possess skill 
in working with them on the feeling as well as the rational level, 
THE RESPONSIBILITIES 
A, The Director will be employed by the administrative 
district, with the approval of the Executive Council, and will 
be directly responsible to the Superintendent of that district 
and through him to its Board of Eliucation, 
B, The Director, with the advice and consent of the 
Executive Council, shall recommend to the administrative district 
the employment of such persons as he may deem advisable, 
C, The Director, with the advice and consent of the 
Executive Council, shall recommend such matters as he may deem 
necessary or desirable for the efficient and proper execution 
of the program, 
D, The Director shall keep complete and accurate records 
of all expenditures authorized by the Executive Council, of all 
receipts of monies by saJ.d Council, and shall do all things 
necessary to procure reimbursement from any source for the program. 
E. The Director shall make a complete written annual report 
to each member district, Eight copies of said report shall be 
sent to each member district and one copy shall be sent to each 
county superintendent of said area, 
SuPERVISOR 
Supervision has been an integral part of our educational 
system since the nineteenth century, There have been many mis­
conceptions in regard to supervision and the functions of a super­
visor, Supervision is the leadership that is provided by schools 
who have a real committement to attaining and maintaining a 
quality program for all children including the exceptional. It 
is a provision that insures effective and efficient operation of 
a special education program. With the changing demands placed 
on the schools and the explosion of new knowledge, theories, and 
ideas in the various fields of special education, supervision 
has a unique contribution to offer staff in assimilating and 
16 
utilizing such· new information and concepts to improve programs 
and services to a typica], cpildren. Supervision, then, becomes 
increasingly important in foster:j.ng and facilitating change. 
Dynamic supervision is the kin4 of supervision that best 
lends' itself to the philos9phy of special education, This type 
of supervision· is one that basically is coz:icerned with change, 
Change in and of itself_�oes not necessarily :j.nsure improvement, 
To m�ke improvement in programs, ch�nge is ivevitable, Such 
changes �s- introduction of_ new mgth0ds or tec�niques, expansion 
of staff, intr9duc:tion_9f p,-new program, development of an im­
proved curriculum, design az:id activation of a research project, 
or planning of-in-service programs for the coming -year are all 
aspects that require dynamic supervision. This type of super­
vision _is positive; it is forward moving, 
Supervis�on i.s a teaching-:leaJ'.'niqg process provided by 
a person �ith €!-dvance training_and experience in the same 
cl.iscipliz:ie as the supervisee, The basic premise of supervision 
is_that each and every 9taff �ember is capable of growth and 
independence_ :j.n_:the_ pgr§ol). being _:;;upervised, 
Need for Supervisors. The quality of the special education 
program is logica1ly no bette� than the quality of the su�er­
vision, Pressures are continually.being exerted to provid� more 
services �o larger numbers.and types of exceptional children, 
There are lim�ts·'!J�yond which a director can adequately supervise 
�- :t;otal program. In- �di t:j.on, no director is ql1alified in �ve+y, -
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area of exceptionality. 
In programs that have grown so large that the director 
can not possibly give adequate.supervision to the various areas, 
the.staff of given areas are recommending to the director and 
superintendent that a supervisor be employed. A S),lpari.ris6r,:�1s�a 
communicator of ideas, techniques, evaluation, and professional 
reinforcemen� to �h�.teacher in the classroom. Every special 
education staff member has a right to this "super-vision", 
.In sizeable programs the special education administrator, 
as is true of the general superintendent of schools, does not 
have sufficient time nor does he possess training in all areas 
to enable him to provide the kind and amount of supervision 
needed J;>y th� staff. In special education the picture is further 
complicated by the fact that there is seldom more than one special 
classroom in each school building.and there may be a sizeable 
geographic area.involved. It is, therefore, imperative that 
responsibilities of supervsion be delegated by the speciaL,ed­
ucation administrator to a supervisor who is adequately qualified 
by_ formal training and experience. The employment of a supervisor 
safeguards the initial inv�stment and insures the continued 
development« of programs for exceptional children. As programs 
grow in _:;;ize, 'the 'dev.elopment and the quality of programs and 
service3can be assured only,with adequate supervision, 
Conscientious boards of education and joint agreements 
are continuously striving to meet their legal and moral obligation 
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to provide· the best educational.opportunity for every child within 
their district or districts ,.  In consul ta ti on with their super­
intendent (s) and upon the recommendation of their director of 
special education, they should evaluate the needs within their own 
district or districts to determine the contributions a supervisor 
can make to the program they' provide for exceptional children.  
Job Specifica ti oil� ·Because·· positions, as supervisors of 
special· education are.relatively new , it is imperative that each 
local school system and joint agreement examine the supervisory 
functions . It is important to have these responsibilities specif­
ically outlined when recruiting a supervisor so as to avoid 
confusion:in �oles_�ft�� �mployment , 
length of Employment , The length of employment of a 
supervisor of special education generaily should,be in keeping 
with .the local district or joint agreement ' s  ·-employment policies 
as they relate to their total.supervisory or ci.dministrative staff . 
Some districts or joint· agreements ·employ their supervisors 
for longEZr th_an tne school year. ·_The length of employment will 
depe11d _ _ on the scope and nature ·of the supervisory responsibilities 
and the needs . It is highly desira_ble to have supervisors employed 
on an eleven or twelve months basis . 
Office Space and Equipment . In making a decision to 
establish the position of a supervisor, a district or joint 
agreement should make plans for supplying office' arid facilities 
in accordance with the duties and functions of uie ·position • .  · It 
is recommende.d that (1) the office of the supervisor be housed 
in the same quilding with other special education offices; (2) 
the office be private and of adequate size ·for individual con-· 
fere.nces; (3) a conference J;'O.Om be at th.e disposal of the super­
visor ·for in-service education·meetings, staffings, orientation 
of new staff members, and. other group meeti.ngs; (4) the office 
be pleasant and comfortable, adequately furnished and equipped, 
and in accordance with the offices afforded other supervisory 
and administrative .. personnel; and (5) adequate provisions be 
made for storage . of. records, mat.erials, and .a professional 
library. 
Secretarial Service, The supervisor of special education 
should·�ave,secretarial service comm�nsu�te with the scope and 
natu�e of his responsibilities. Superintendents, school boards, 
a�d, joint agreeme.nts must recognize .that _using a pe:r;son with 
professio�l training to,dg _his own.c�e�ic�l work is not only 
exp�Qsive. 't>ut defea,ts the purpose for which he is employed. 
Allotment for Travel ·and Attendance at Professional 
Meetings. Supervisors as.a:general .rule are required by their 
sch.col bo.ards and joi11t ag:r:e.ements to have access to an auto­
mobile to carry out his supervisory.duties. Realistic travel 
allotments should provide to. cover such ,.expenses. It ·.is"·essen­
tial t.hat the supervisor 1:1ho is in a leadership role. be kept 
abrea,st. of the newest tre.nds, knowledge, and thinking in hi.,s .. 
in his specialized fie;J.d. Attendance at professioT)<l.;l meetings 
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is one way to promote his professional growth, The budgehshould 
provide for the attendance at professional meetings, 
Relationships of the Supervisor to Other School Personnel 
Local District. The relationship of the supervisor of a specific 
area in special educa:tion to other school personnel is determined 
by the special education administrative organization of the local 
district or joint agreement, In any administrative structure the 
supervisQr ha_q th!:! /{ey :ro],e for leadership iri the improvement of 
services to exceptional children in his special area, He has 
been selected for his personal qualities essential to promote good 
staff and pupil relationships. 
The supervisor, a specialist in his area, serves as a 
consultant to the special education staff, to-the principals, 
and to other school personnel. Lines of communication are 
open at all times· and should be clearly defined in writing 
according to the administrative structure of the school district 
or joint agreement. 
The supervisor through the special education administrator 
may make recommendations pertinent to his area which would be .. 
transmitted to the superintendent and/or to the school principals. 
Assistance in selecting-personnel, evaluating staff, promoting 
in-service· professional growth of staff, identifying needs and 
interpreting the program or services to principals and teachers 
imply a leadership role which necessitated good personal and 
professional relationships with all school administrative, 
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supervising and teaching staff, p.nd other :school personnel, 
The supervisor of, a specific area in special education 
establishes cooperative relationships with general supervisor� 
through individual conferences and group meetings such as 
curriculum committee planning meetings, special prqjects or 
other activities which.will improve educational facilities for 
children in i;h!=l _ schqol s:rstem, 
Supervisory Functions, 'The various functions of a 
supervisor will be affected by the changing nature of the needs 
and competencies, experience, training and qualifications of 
staff members from year to year, In this frame of reference, 
the supervisor must be prepared to work with the experienced 
and the inexperienced, the creative and the un�maginative, the 
, ' 
independent and the dependent, the idealist ar:id the realist, 
the theoretician and the practitioner, At any one point in 
time, the supervisor may be functioning as a master teacher, 
as an integrator, ·_as a,pol_icy interpreter, as a continuity 
promoter, .or as a source of inspiration and morale building, 
He may .also be functioning as a resource person, a facilitator, 
a coordinator of group study and effort, a stimulator of ideas 
and the formulation of new policies, and a promoter of lead-
ership in others, 
Supervision, then, "is a l�adership role, The definition 
of this leadersqip role and functioning of an individual in 
this role should be directly related to a local district's 
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or joint agreement's philo$ophy, administrative organization, 
and staff need. -�l though_ th€l dynamics of the interactions ,. 
between the supervisor anq staff mE)mbers must be determined by 
local need, usua1ly the functiqns of supery�s9rs will include 
both administrative aspects and educational aspects , The 
following is a breadkown of some of these functions: 
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Administrative-Aspects of Supervision in Special Etlucation , 
The director of special-education is the administrator of the 
special education,program. He may delegate some administrative 
responsibilities to a superyisor, These responsibilities may 
be among those listed below: 
Screening and recommending candidates for positions. 
This responsibility includes recruitment of candidates, 
interpreting of evaluations and references received 
from other a:genc:i:es�·-o:r; sqhools, and interviewing the 
candidates within special area supervised. 
Recommending retention, promotion, and discharge of 
personnel 
'Ih� supervisor should have regularly scheduled confer­
ences with each staff member he is supervising. Formal 
evaluations should be conducted at regular periodic 
intervals. These evalµations should be a joint respon­
sibility of the supervisor �nd staff member and should 
be recorded. -
Evaluating the special-area 
The effecti ven_ess and efficiency of the program should 
be continually evaluated , This evaluation should be as 
precise and objective as possible involving the total 
staff in the specialized area as well as those staff 
personnel who have intimate knowledge of the service -
or program. 
I 
Writing references on personnel 
There are always staff-''members who leave the program 
for-various reasons and request written evaluations of 
their work . The supervisor is often times in a better 
position to write such recommendations since he likely 
has been more closely:associated with the staff member 
than the director or other school personnel . The super­
visor ' s  file of evaluations on the staff members can be 
of help to him in this regard , 
Scheduling of personnel and pupils 
Prior to the opening of school it is essential to schedule 
staff members in a specific school or schools , The 
placement of scheduling must take into consideration the 
training , experience ,  and particular interests of each 
staff member, In addition, scheduling of itinerant 
personnel {speech correctionists , social workers , psy­
chologists , teachers of the partially sighted , etc , ) 
in rooms shared by seyeral personnel must be carefully 
studied and organized , 
' -
Scheduling pupils in special classes necessitates a 
thorough knowledge of the entire specialized program 
as well as the regular program since children are in­
tegrated into regular classes, The best interests of 
the individual child as well as the groups of children 
must be given consideration, 
Providing physical facilities; materials , equipment 
The supervisor should work with-staff in recommending 
through the director adaptation of present facilities 
and in developing· ideal· facilities to be included in 
future building programs , 
'1he supervisor has a responsibility to keep up-to-date 
on new materials available oh the market and make such 
known to staff members, The same applies to available 
equipment . In some programs it may be necessary to 
design equipment to meet the needs of an individual child 
or group of children.  This includes the operation of 
educational materials and professional library . 
Keeping of records 
A ·quality special education program requires the keeping 
of adequate records, The supervisor has great responsi­
bility in developing and improving the system of record. 
keeping and in disseminating information to appropriate 
personnel . 
Record keeping relates not only t·o the office of the 
S);lpervisor but also to· the records on children which 
are kept by teachers. Through the leadership of a 
supervisor, a careful evalUa.tion of records kept on 
children could be studied and developed by the staff 
in order that adequate, complete materials may be kept 
and recorded in a uniform manner. Such records picture 
the growth (or decline) of the student in:•all areas of 
development and gives each teacher working with that 
student an invaluable background of information. Too 
often record keeping is slighted or completed in a hap­
hazard fashion due to pressures. The more extensive 
programs ·of a spe.cialized area require even greater con­
tinuity of record keeping for more effective service 
to children. 
Completing state forms 
Since special education is partially state supported, 
accounting to the state is necessary. The supervisor 
could assume the responsibility for completing state 
forms which apply to his area of supervision, In as� 
suming this responsibility the supervisor must constantly 
keep the calendar of due-dates for pre-approval forms, 
monthly supplemental forms and claim for reimbursement 
forms so that approvals are grated promptly and so that 
no penalties are imposed on the locai district or dis­
tricts by the state, The supervisor must provide 
completed state forms to the director in ample time so 
that those forms can be checked, combined with the total 
report, and forwarded to the state within the time limit. 
This procedure requires careful timing and planning on 
the part of the supervisor. 
There are, from time to time, additional requests 'for 
information from state consultants in the various areas 
of special education. The supervisor would be the 
person best informed and most qualified to provide the 
answers to specific questions arising in his particular 
area of supervision, 
Developing budget and requisition procedures 
It is the responsibility of· the director of special 
education to develop a yearly budget for his special . 
area or joint agreement, In turn, the supervisor with 
the help of the director could develop that section of 
'the budget for the staff he supervises. It is necessary 
that this section of the budget follow the plan and format 
'· 
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of the total budget for special educ�tion or joint 
agreement . later it may be necessary for the director 
with the supervisor to integrate the sectional budget 
to comply with total budgetary provisions for the area 
or .even to make adjustments to meet the total, The 
supervisor is the logical person to assist in this 
manner in budget development as he possesses the over­
all knowledge of his specific,: area and he must see that 
needs are anticipated and met including the addition of 
personnel , 
In many districts the supervisor is the logical admin­
istrator to approve requisitions for equipment , supplies 
and material . First , his knowledge of the complete area 
reinforces·· or delays the recognition of a specific need 
in reference to other needs and to the total program . 
Second , his knowledge of the budget both from the making 
and from the effective using of the monies make him the 
logical person to approve expenditures , Naturally the 
requisition forms and channel of administrative lines 
should carefully follow those establi�hed by the school 
4istrict or districts . 
Reportting 
In addition to completing state forms and other state 
reports , the supervisor should maintain channels of 
communication for reporting through the director or 
administrator of special education to the administration , 
joint agreement', the board of education, school personnel , 
parents , and the community �hroµgh appropriate oral and 
written means • .  
Such reporting requires careful record keeping organ­
ized according to the data required by the district 
or joint agreement . This may change as the district 
grows or. the concept of the area develops so that 
record: :ke;�ping: aiJd ·r_eportiDgr,are�a ever'-cha.nging· process . 
. \ 
Promoting understanding and acceptance of the program 
Through various media the supervisor should lend leadership 
in interpreting the program or services to school personnel 
and the public, Extensive time is given to this endeavor 
as understanding of exceptional children and educational 
programs for them is basic in any community, but the 
supervisor must balance his schedule so that other im­
portant responsibilities are not overlooked . 
Assisting in liaison with the State Qffice of Public 
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Instruction and visitors from other school systems. 
'!he supervisor, with the director, is involved in planning 
with the state.personnel in the specialized area, including 
correspondence and organization of plans, for the visit of 
the state consultants in the specialized area, Even more 
than this, the supervisor will assume the recommendations 
made by the state consultant, Likewise he may arrange 
for further conferences with the state consultant to 
carry out the recominendations effectively, 
The supervisor will likely be involved in planning carefully 
and purposely for visits of personnel from other school 
systems and personnel of his area to other school districts, 
Recommending ways of improving service� for children 
'!he supervisor is in a strategic position through his 
over-all knowledge of needs within the school district 
or joint agre.ement_ and in the · communi ty {ies) to make 
recommendations and to assist in implementing plans 
for improvement of services, He works with all admin­
istrative personnel toward this objective and with 
community groups according to established policies. 
Deve�oping experimentation and research . - ' 
'Ihe supervisor has a responsibility to identify problems 
that need to be investigated on a research basis and to 
recommend such pursuits to the administration. He, like­
wise, should take the initiative in developing innovations 
which should lead to improved services or programs. 
Identifying pupils who need the service 
An important aspect of the administrative duties of the 
supervisor is that of working with the key personnel in 
the school--regular and special--in identifying children 
ih need of a· given service for which he is responsible, 
Clarification ofcexisting referral procedures, development 
of improved procedures, and interpretation of the char­
acteristics to guide referrals are all important aspects 
of the·idehtification program, A follow-up of cases is 
also of paramount importance. 
Maintaining a conference schedule with the special 
education adminis�rator 
Since the·speciar education administrator, according 
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to standard practices , has delegated responsibilities to· 
the supervisor, it is imperative that the director be 
kept informed of the •Operation of the particular special 
service .  All problems of concern should be brought to 
his attention .  It is· the supervisor' s  responsibility 
to make recommendations relative to niajor decisions, 
-This can be'accomplished by both regular supervisory 
c�nferences and/or by written reports , 
Developing policies and proce\:l.ures which affect'othe 
specialized program 
'Ihe supervisor is responsible for implementing the policies , 
standards , and procedures pertinent to the area super­
vised and set forth by the State of Illinois and the local 
school system . He has a responsibility to evaluate the 
operation of �he area supervised and to recommend pro­
cedures which. will lead to improvement in the program. 
· ,  &luca tional Aspects of Supervision 
Professional growth of staff 
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As is the case in most supervisory functions , responsibilities 
in creating the climate and opportunities for the pro­
.fessional.growth of staff members is a shared responsibility. 
The technical skills of a supervisor should be of superior 
quality • .  'ftlus , the supervisor will be adept in the 
interpretation of children ' s  specific needs and' in com­
municating with other personnel·regarding these needs , In 
this sense the supervisor can be compared with a master 
· teacher ,  '!he supervisor must not only be identified with 
professional problems , objectives , and associations of 
his specialized area but also .with those of other areas of 
special education and regular education. The supervisor 
-will work tci the end that he becomes identified' as a 
professional person in the community. The supervisor should 
. present a model to the personnel with whom he is in direct 
contact--a demonstration of GROWTH IN PROFESSIONAL COM­
PETENCY ,  GROWTH IN THE PROFESSION, and GROWTH IN THE 
COMMUNITY AS A PROFESSIONAL PERSON. 
The total purpose of supervision may be related to these 
parameters of growth . The purpose could be simpl� atated as a 
process of helping each staff member help himself toward a changing 
goal of growth and development (in each of the dimensions ) not as 
an end in ·i tse1f fo_r ·self aggrandizement, but toward the mutual 
goal of initiating , improving , and developing the direct service 
functions of staff members for pupils , 
To provide the climate and opportunity for this growth, 
the supervisor must have considerable information about the staff 
members and the children. being served. Perhaps of greater im-
portance are the insights that a supervisor must have into certain 
relative determinants oL staff functioning : 
Where is the staff member functioning in relation to his 
own professional goals, aspirations and objectives? 
Where and how is the staff member functioning in relation 
to his own abilities, intere.sts, and physical and psychic 
energy? _ 
Where and how is the staff member functioning in relation 
to the school, department, district , or joint agreement 
expectations of staff members in the areas of professional 
competency, professional identification , and as a pro­
fessional person in the community? 
The supervisor is not a puppeteer, pulling strings to 
cause staff. members to conform to. an epitome of professional 
growth but more of a · concert master, capitalizing on the diver-
sity of " interests, abilities, backgrounds, and experiences of 
staff members to provide satisfying opportunities for expression 
of differences, 
Some of the responsibilities of the educational; aspects 
of supervision relative to staff are 1 i ,_ 
FosteriJJ.g the development of increasing skills of the 
person supervised in the metholds and techniques of his 
particular professional area. 
Promoting the growth in self-awareness and in the under-
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standing of the �evelopment of children in general and _ 
the exceptional child in particular, 
Assisting in the orientation of new employees to the 
policies , procedures , philosophy and mores of the school 
district of specific sGhool · buildings and of the com­
munity. 
Continually evaluating positively the work of the individual 
persons under his supervision , stimulating them to improve 
constantly their metholds , attitudes , etc . through class­
room visits , individual conferences , staff meetings , and 
other in-service training devices which promote the growth 
of personnel . It is inferred that the supervisor must 
convey to the supervisee interest , warmth , support , and 
appreciation' for his work and for him as an individual . 
Continually keeping personnel under his supervision 
informed of changing policies and procedures and other 
pertinent information having to do with effective operation 
of services or programs both within the school and the com­
munity. 
The extent to which the above is followed must remain the 
responsibility of the local school system or joint agreement . 
THE GUIDELINES SET FORTH BY THE STATE OF ILLINOIS SHOULD SERVE AS 
THE FOUNDATION uPON WHICH LOCAL POLICIES AND PROCEDURES ARE BUILT . 
However, the extent to which local policies and procedures are 
developed should remain the , responsibility of the local school 
system.  It is obvious · that such requirements will vary::. from 
school system to school system. This may be realized through the 
development of a local policy and procedure manual directed at the 
specialized area sUpervis.ed, · When such a procedure is followed , the 
professional staff supervised is more readily oriented to the public 
l 
school setting, Personnel' new
. 
to the field and/or the particular 
school system may_ readily perceive what is expected at all lev.e1s 
of responsibility . 
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SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY--JOB DESCRIPTION 
The following is a description of the functions of a 
school psychologist in the Ea.stern Illinois Area · of Special 
Education area . In general , these functions are similar to the 
functions of gtber school psychologists in Illinois, but will vary 
because of the nature of ?-· large joint agreement . We are and have 
been attempting to develop a progressive role that will go beyond 
the classical role · of. standard child evaluation .  Our functions are 
as follows : · 
I .  Our primary function is to assist school personnel to deal 
more effectively with the children we all serve . 
A • .  One · responsibility is individual study of children with 
B·' ,. 
c. 
' 
D.  
· var+ous types of problems . Each psychologist will examine 
approximately one-hundred children per year . This number 
:.:rsipres eil±.s _ioi\J.yi· thosed:hi ldre n •. studied::. in: d!'lpth·nfor. wnic h 
there will be referral material , formal written reports . 
It is the respnsibility of the school psychologist to 
determine the eligibility of children for participation 
in var�o�s . special education programs . 
Consulting about other children is becoming an increasingly 
more important aspect of the school psychologist ' s  role in 
our area . In consulting we work with teachers , parents 
and other school personnel in the remediation of techniques 
· not necessarily involving ·formal testing . At present a 
minimum of one day per week is devoted by each psychologist 
to this particular activity . 
We are attempting more direct involvement of teachers 
and school . personnel with in•service training . We see 
this as w:orking with school personnel on general problems 
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that school children may experience which are not necessarily 
directed toward specific , existing situations . In this 
way we hope that they will be better able to identify and 
define their own classroom problems without direct assistance ,  
We f�el this to be an immensely important activity, but our 
involvement in  this area, at present , is minimal . 
E, Follow-up procedures on problems that were previously 
wd:tked with include such activities as parent conferences,, 
teacher conferences, and i nter-agency coordination , This 
has necessarily consumed a significant portion of our time . 
II� . Direct contact with parents is another major responsibility . 
of the psychologists in our area , 
A. We have and will work with parents on a group basis, such 
as P . T .A . ' s, , Parents without Partners, and other county 
and local parent organizations. This activity is normally 
carried on outside school hours , 
B ,  We are i ncreasing�y seeing i ndividual parents on an 
intensive basis in an effort to influence the child ' s  
total environment to remediate existing problems. At 
times this involves mediation of home-school and parent­
child conflicts. This i nvolves a great deal of well­
spent time • .  
III, The school psychologist serves as a coordi nator of outside 
agencies in securing additional services for the child. We 
cooperate and i nvolve such agencies as local .. mental heal th 
c li nics, zone centers, children & family services, public aid, 
Department of Vocational Rehabilitation, physicians , county 
health personnel, etc , 
IV. A n  additional category is that of upgrading psychological 
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services through i n-service training, attendance at professional 
meetings, and periodical staffings , These activities are necessary 
to keep abreast of new ideas, and techniques in this rapidly 
changing field , 
V ,  Each psychologist must maintain complete and accurate records 
and must submit an annual report of his activities to the state. 
VI. In addition to the above, certain members of the psychological 
staff have duties specific to their assignments , 
A. The duties of · the chief psychologist i nclude purchasing 
and maintaining . up-to-date testing materials and other 
supplies ; :.recording and screening incoming referral 
material ; scheduling ;  maintaining an accurate record of 
staff activities ; and communicating with and interviewing 
applicants for , staff . p�yphologist positions and . i nternships. 
;B .  The duties of the supervising psychologist inc].ude the 
· immediate and direct supervision of psychologist i nterns 
and filing various reports and records necessary to their 
training. It is also the job of the supervisttng psychol­
,ogist :to aid in the selection of candidates for internship. 
C .  'Ihe · duties of an int_ern psychologist include the following : 
observing the supervising psychologist in the role as 
previously mentioned. in the job description ; conferring 
with the supervising psychologist on . the development of the 
intern ' s  duties and responsib'ilities ; familiarizing oneself 
with testing procedures, evaluative and diagnostic work; 
report writing, staffings , parent qonferences, and becoming 
.acquainted with agencies, personnel and other general aspects 
of :the job. 
Duties of the Pre-vocational Coordinator 
'Ihe Joint-Agreement between the Division of Vocation Rehabil­
itation, the Divi.sion ·of Special Education, and the Eastern Illinois 
Area of Special· Education specifically states what the duties of the 
Pre-vocational Coordinator are : 
*l)  Establish - and coordinate the pre-vocational adjustment training 
stations. 
The establishment of training stations is one of the most 
important a_nd, possibly, most difficult duties , Training stations 
available within the school are analyzed and evaluated by school 
administrators, special class teachers ,  and the pre-vocational 
coordinator to determine the suitability of each training station 
for the purposes· of this program. These same people must then discuss 
the program with the spho�l personnel that will be the on-the-job 
supervisors. A. very ·thorough understanding must be reached before 
any students are placed . 
'Ihe�e are several ways the pre-vocational coordinator can go 
about es�bl�shing off-campus training stations, He might simply 
go from business to business explaining the program and enlisting 
the co opera ti on of possible trainer-employers , Another effective�. 
methoq is the use of local service clubs, The local offices of 
the Illinois Employment Service and the Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation will be very valuable resources in finding and 
establish�ng t�a_ining stations , 
'Ihere will be problems encountered in setting up certain 
tfii:ifi:i ngc:,sta ti6nso:for-·students ., tna t :.live �in:.rur.a:i:areas--or· ·away 
from the city in which they attend school. Some students live in 
or near very small communities which are as far as twen,ty miles 
away from their schooI , 
In most cases it would be best to train the student within 
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the same . town he is attending school . This enables the school 
to have a closer contact with the training station and gives the 
pre-vocational coordinator time for more valuable services, rather 
than traveling so many hours. 
When· a place of employment is being considered as a training 
station, a job analysis must be undertaken to determine what is 
required of a student who might fill that position, 
A general description of the job , the broad skills required 
for the situation, the variety and complexity of relationships , 
the amount of supervision available and other r�lated items, 
The physical demand of the job, the working conditions : 
temperature, humidity, amount of time standing, running , walking, 
etc . 
The social demands of the job : relationships with the super­
visor as well as with peer groups and customers. 
Academic demands of the job that must be appraised realist­
ically . Frequently, a worker need have no reading ability beyond � 
dealing with certain signs, such as : men, women, caution , danger , 
in , out, etc , In other similar settings, the employee may need 
to be» able to read orders, do some record-keeping , etc. Therefore, 
the spe�ific requirements of each situation must be fully evaluated. 
*2 )  See that periodic student-employee evaluation and other 
pertinent information are kept in the student ' s  file , 
The Division . of Vocational Rehabilitation requires that a 
Progress Report be filled out for each student every four weeks 
when we apply for training and reimbursements. A copy of this 
form is included. It is filled out jointly by the pre-vocational 
coordinator and the on-the-job super.visor of the student. In 
addition, a more complete evaluation form will be filled out by 
the supervisor-.>;approxima tely every three months, Copies of this 
will be made available to the teacher , to the Division of Vo­
cational Rehabilitation counselor and a copy will be kept filed 
in the pre-vocational coordinator ' s  office , 
A major evaluation technique will be the use of �onferences 
with the trainer-employee . This will be used as the main basis 
for conducting individual .student .counseling, 
*3) Prepare a monthly budget covering costs to the Division of 
Vocational Rehabilitation for vouchering purposes , 
Rather than submitting a budget to the Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation, we actually submit an invoice-voucher for reim­
bursement of training fees every four weeks . The Division of · 
Vocational Rehabilitation reimbtE?ses on a set rate basis for the 
following training situations : 
.- , Training Situation 
A .  on-campus work experience during 
schoo1 year (minimum of 8 hours 
per week) 
B. off-campus work experience during 
school year :�minimum of 15 hours 
per week 
c .  on-campus work experience during 
summer (minimum, of . 30 hours per 
week) 
D .  bff�campus work experience during 
summer (minimum of , 30 hours per 
week) 
Ra:te 
$12 .00 per week 
$10 .00 per week 
$24 .00 per week 
. $20 .00 per week 
These training fees paid by the Division of. Vocational 
Rehabilitation make it possible to pay the students who are 
working for the school district, reimburses the trainer--em­
ployer (off-campus ) for his training services , provides fees 
for transportation and uniforms , and also provides some funds 
for the administration of the program . 
The amount of pay in off-campus situations is left up to 
the employer . The coordinator will generally reimburse the 
employer at_ thEO?. :r-at� of f;rom i?ix to tl-{E!lYe dollars per week, 
depending o_n_ the amount of time the employer must spend in 
supervising and training the student . 
·�1 Other financial-management duties in addition to making 
out the four-week invoice-voucher are : 1) requistioning 
reimbursement checks for trainer-employers and school districts 
employing these students (from . business manager of administrative 
school district of the Ea.stern Illinois Area of Special Education), 
2) developing .a yearly pudget of the program and reporting on 
it to the special education board , 3) keeping an accounting of 
receipts and . expenditures · in the special education office .  
*4) Collectt pertinent data on students . 
I� order to keep accurate records for a continuing program, 
especially when evaluation is as important as it is in this 
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program , pertinent data on each student must be kept on file in 
the pre-vocational coordinator' s  office ,  the Division of Vocational 
Rehabili ta ti on office , and in. the teachers file , The file of each 
student should contain the following items : 
i< 1. Four-week Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Training 
Progress Reports , 
2 .  Periodic detailed evaluations filled out by employer or 
supervisor. 
3 ,  Copy of referral report for work-study entrance into work­
study program . 
4.  Copy of application for Division of Vocational Reha-
bilitation services , 
5 .  Medical reports . 
6 .  Psychological reports , 
7 ,  Ancedotal records made by pre-vocational coordinator 
when training staitlons are visited , parent conference 
are held , or student counseling is carried out . 
It is the duty of the pre-vocational coordinator to see that 
files containing this data are established and maintained . 
*5) Prepare necessary information for admission into the program .  
Before a student is  declared eligible for the work-study 
program he must be staffed by the special class teacher (s ) , the 
pre-vocational coordinator , the Division of Vocational Rehabil­
itation counselor, the school counselor , the school psychologist , 
the director of special education ,  the social worker ,�and other 
personnel that couid contribute to a thorough evaluation of the 
student . 
*6) Counsel with students on individual problems affecting job 
training. 
Many problems the student is having on the job will be dealt 
with in a private counseling situation . The most preferable way 
of doing this is to take the student out of class for a few min­
utes during the school day . In some cases , it may be necessary 
to counsel with the student briefly when we visit the training 
station ,  but .this is undesirable as it is usually difficult to do 
this privately.  It will be very important to schedule (with 
the teacher) the individual counseling sessions during school time 
in order to avoid �king t�� �i�dents out of class at an incon­
venient ti_me . 
In order to insure that the students view the counseling 
situation as a positive experience , it will be important to 
establish good rapport • .  This means that the coupseling session 
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must include positive suggestions on how a student can handle 
the difficulties he is having at work , and praise for everything 
the student is doing well. Many of these . students have received 
little praise and satisfaction from anything connected with school , 
*7) Recommend those students to be considered for admission and 
dismissal from the program. 
It is also the duty of the pre-vocational coordinator to 
seek out other E;tudents with handicaps who would benefit from a 
work-study program or other Division of Vocational Rehabilitation 
services·. This will mean that each high school in the eight county 
area will have to be canvass.ed at least once a year. 
*8) Carry out vocational placement and follow-up of students 
participating in the pre-vocational program. 
Th:ls refers .to a more '.permanent , full-time placement following 
graduation from high -school. Many of these students may stay on 
as permanent employees at the place they train, , Thouggi thfus:-will 
necessitate -finding new training stations within a community , it 
will make the transition from part-time to full-time employment 
easier , and it will provide good_ employees for the employers who 
take the time to train these students while they are in high school. 
In some cases , however , an employer will not have a full-time 
position , or the position may not be satisfactory for full-time 
placement. In that case , it will be the duty of the pre-vocational 
coordinator and the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation counselor 
to help the student find a permanent job and · see that a good 
adjustment is made. 
This means that the ·school personnel will continue to have 
contact with the student during this post-school period , In some 
cases students will have little or no contact with the pre-voca­
tional coordinator following graduation , depending on what sort 
of adjustment is made. Also , it is difficult to say how long 
the pre-vocational -coordinator will maintain a regular contact 
with the student following graduation. Gradually , the student 
will have less contact with the pre�vocational coordinator. The 
student will know that he can go to the Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation counselor for help if he needs it, 
*9) Promote a better understa.nding among school personnel of the 
vocational potentials of the students in the pre-vocational 
program. 
Quite often , school personnel will not have a thorough 
understanding of the potentials of these students. They either 
reject these students , or else have a "pity the poor children" 
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attitude , Both are quite undesirable ,  and should be changed t o  
improve the over-all effectiveness of the program . Because school 
personnel often know many people within a community and have many 
friends , they can · do a lot of good public .. relations work if they 
are fully aware of the poten_tials of these students . This promotion 
of understanding can be accomplished at faculty meetings , P . T . A .  
meetings , by personal contacts , or by them actually seeing the kind 
of work the special education students perform . 
This promotion of understanding i s  necessary not only with 
the professional personnel but with the non-professional staff 
as well , These are the people who will possibly be supervising 
these students , Thus , a very good understanding is necessary . 
Because these persons may be resentful of a person of low mental 
level doing the same job they are doing , it is necessary to hot 
talk of these students in such terms as "persons who have difficulty 
learning in the normal ways , "  etc . Though it is not desirable 
to create a c haritable attitude on the part of supervisors toward 
the students , it is desirable to make the supervisors or other 
non-professional personnel realize that they are performing a '! 
very important service . 
10 ) Meet with special education teachers to help develop and 
improve the pre -vocational curriculum for special education 
students , 
It is the.•,duty of the pre-vocational coordinator to be 
familiar with pre-vocational text materials and curriculum so 
that he can make recommendations to the special education teachers 
on th.is matter, Because the classroom :teacher has so .many other 
academic requirements to attend to , he usually is not as aware 
of the pre.-vocational education requirements as the pre-vocatioal 
coordinator is , 
Though actual pre-vocational education is not included in 
the curriculum until the junior high or senior high levels , 
certain attitudes and abilities relating to vocational success 
can be developed in children earlier, It is the duty of the 
pre -vocational coordinator to encourage _ teachers of younger special 
education �tudents to s:tart developing - these vocation.7related 
habits and attit�des , 
ll) Meet with school persorinel to explain the pre -vocational 
curriculum for the handicapped . 
The reasons for and ways of explaining the pre-vocationai 
program were discussed under section 9 above , It is also impor­
tant to meet with teachers in schools that do not have a spec ial 
education program in their school . They should be aware of any 
J8 
services a:va,iJable to students in the school district , and the_y 
can also do much to further- public relations. 
12) Take the initiative in securing or recommending additional 
services to meet specific needs of handicapped pupils. 
Because the pre-vocational coordinator works qui te.'1closely 
with the students and because he sees them in other than school 
situations, he is in a position to evaluate whether or not a 
student is. in need of further services--especially such services 
that would· raise the student ' s  level of employability. Quite 
often , if the student is from a low-income family, these services 
would be paid for by the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation . 
Such services as speech therapy , dental services , medical services , 
or psychologicat" ser¥ices might be recommended . In addition , 
if a student needs and can benefit from further training beyond 
high school , he might be enrqlled in a vocational school or 
training course·, · Ther_e ci.re several special education work-study 
programs in the state that se_nd some students to post-high 
school training courses, and - have found it to be quite helpful 
to the students. Occasio'nally, we find additional training 
available while the student is in school. 
13) Counsel with groups of students concerning vocational 
adjustments , vocational goals, etc. 
_Sol]le students tend to "open up" more in a group situation, 
The e11tiJe_ gr_o_up will benefit from experiences of each individual . 
Also, the group counseling situation is the logical place to talk 
about voc_ational plans and possibilities for the students .  It 
is not certain how much group counseling wiil be possible with 
the sizeccaseleaQ., '. but :. if. we-: find. •we: a:�ed i.ble . to . accoJ_llplish ·_'the 
counseling goals of this program through group counseling , we 
will use it more extensively than individual counseling because 
of the greater efficiency in terms of time spent . Always , it 
will be important to schedul� thil'l on a regular basis to insure 
that the counseling · session does not conflict with other class­
room plaris ; 
14) Help the classroom teachers plan and carry out field trips 
_ to businesses and industries offering vocational possibilities. 
As previously mentioned , one objective of this program is 
to make the . students realistically aware of the kinds of jobs 
available to them in this area. One excellent way to introduce 
them . to_ the local business and industry is through the use of 
field tr�ps . The pre-vocational coordinator will make recommend­
ations to teachers and help them set up field trips whenever 
possible, 
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15) Develop a plan of habilitation for each individual pupil , 
A,.planoof�·,halJili(tabon ·will:, be::wotkedoout·.:-for�each · i ndi:Y.!:dual 
student by the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation Counselor , 
the special class teacher, the pre-vocational coordinator, other 
necessa�Y. school personnel , and medical personnel . This will 
always be tentative and subject to change , but it is i mportant 
to have a goal in view for �ach student and a plan for imple­
menting that goal , The plan i s  the product of the extensive 
evaluation of each student that we hope to carry out before and 
during tbe _time the student is in the program , 
16) Work with parents to help them set realistic vocational 
goals for their children , 
Many parents - of handicapped students have either too high 
or too low . vocational goals -set for their childre n ,  Some parents 
of F.ducable Mentally Handicapped students still believe their 
children will go to college , and others think their child will 
never be employable , Because their opinion , whether expressed 
or implied , has -great i nfluence on their child , it is very 
important to help th�m set realistic goals for their childre n ,  
Conversely, they can often help i n  setting realistic vocational 
goals . They can often shed light o n  some things we have ignored . 
:j.7)' Solicit the help of parents in fostering in their child 
the development of desirable habits and attitudes required 
for successful employment. 
The parents can provide very excellent pre -vocational 
training right at home by developing a sense of responsibility 
and a p6sit:j.ve attitude toward .work . These students should 
definitely have responsibilities around the house which they 
are expected to carry out on a regular basis , It may only be 
washing dishes or mowing the lawn , · b�t it is of great importance .  
This is something that should not begin when the child reaches 
sixteen and enters the· work-study program . This is something 
that could be suggested by the pre·-vocational coordinator or 
special education teacbers to parents of much younger childre n .  
It would b e  a very good idea for te.achers within the Ea.stern 
Illinois Area of Special F.ducation to compile a handbook about 
the high school curricul.um ci.nd the work-study program, Within 
the handbook suggestions · could · be made concerning the development 
of pre-vocational habits and attitudes at home . 
18) Keep parents informed as . to the child ' s  progress while i n  
the program . 
-
It is very important for the pre-vocational c_oordin_ator_ . 
to meet with the parents of .each student at least once or twice 
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per year. The purpose is to inform the parents of the child ' s  
progress , restate the objectives of the program , and encourage 
the parent9 to help implement the. plan · of habilitation for their 
child . 
· This requires working some evening hours , but , i:when possible , 
these conferences can be set up in the late afternoon of the re­
gular day the pre-vocational coordinator is in the community. 
This would avoid the time and mileage of returing multiple times 
to one community. Whenever possible , it would be a good idea to 
have this conference jointly with parent , teacher , pre -vocational 
coordinator and , when possib:J_e , the Division of Vocational Re­
habilitation counselor. 
19) Explain to the parents the role the Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation can play in helping their child , 
Because the school is the instilltution that parents will 
have the most contact with concerning the program it is necessary 
to remind them that. the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation is 
a very important part o:f this program . They must be aware that 
the Division of Vocational Rehabilitation can , when necessary, 
provide other training services and help in vocational placement 
after graduation from high school . -
20) Develop community awareness of the vocational potentials 
of handicapped youth in the community. 
The pre-vocational coordinator should never pass up an 
opportunity to speak:.to·:·.any:·sorttof:.'chhrch;;, , cil:ub� , or1:schboili .. 
organization , In addition he should constantly inform people 
he meets each day of the higher-than-expected vocational po­
tentials th�t these studen_:l;s possess . 
21) Teach Coorperative Work Training Class .  
The  implementat1on of  the Cooperative Work Training (CWT) 
program requires the coordinator to teach occupational related 
information to the students at least 200 minutes per week. 
This curriculum consists of two major plans . 
The first phase consists of units that relate to all types 
of employment with information and knowledge needed for the 
development of vocational competence , 
The second phase consists of units relating to knowledge 
needed in the _student ' s  J;pegific job , 
22) Consuilitihgr:wi th Special F.duca ti on teachers in assigned areas , 
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It will be the responsiblity of the _cootdinator to provide 
materials, methods;; , and .p.roITT'a:m information :to . the . sp.?cial _ 
education personneli.in his assigned area, Included in these 
services will be the development of workshops, and released 
teacher time, to insure the professional growth of all persons 
involved with educating handicapped persons. 
23) Communications contact with local superintendents in ·  
assigned areas. 
'It!ere are many problems which arise within a local district 
concerning special servic�s and programs . It is the responsibility 
of the cootdinator tq ,be ·familip.r with the various programs being 
affected and procedures · to. be followed in developing and .receiving 
services. It i_s the opinion of this office that personal contact 
is by far the preferable means of communicp.tion. Prior to this 
time, such communicatio� has been only haphazatd and unstructured 
due to the time limitations placed on staff members. 
24) Prepare monthly Program Reports for the Department of 
Vocational Education and Rehabilitation, 
Ea.ch mo.nth the cootdina tor must fill out a writ ten report 
on his coordinating activities . Within the ·report is included 
the students name, occupation and the various activities and 
accomplishments during that month , 
These activities could include such things as training 
station visits, prqmotional activities, public relations, guidance, 
administrative contacts , labor-management contacts , and home 
visi tat.ions. · 
25) Summer Work Study Program. 
Many ·of the Secondary EMH students continue employment 
throughout the summer months . It is the responsibility of the 
cootdinators to cont_inue. the supe]:'vision and job coordination , 
Another very important summer duty for the cootdinator is 
to process all referrals and applications for the up coming 
school year , This- involves parent conferences, contacts ··wi thl· 
school administrators, .a.nd confererices with local Department of 
Vocational Rehabilitation counsleors, This is to insure that 
when the school year ·begins all students eligible for the voca­
tional program will be ready to participate, 
26 ) Summer Recreation and Work Study Camp .  
During the past two years the summer work study camp has 
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been in operation , The camp is operated during the later part 
of the summer and runs for two weeks , 
Within this unique situation the professional staff was 
able to : 
1 .  Provide opportunities for students to grow in awareness 
of the natural world , 
2 .  Provide opportunities for small group living experiences 
which lead to better self-realization for all participants . 
J ,  Provide direction and experiences for participants to 
develop socially, mentall� socially, physically, spiritually , 
educationally and vocationally . 
4 .  Provide circumstances and situations through which pride 
and interest in the participants work was enhanced , 
5 ,  Provide opportunities for exploration,  adventure , and 
fun in an outdoor setting , 
The coordinators role in this program consists of : 
1 .  ' Initiating and organizing the camp (date , transportation, 
liability etc . ) 
2 .  Developing and supervising work stations while at the 
camp . This entails approximately five hours per day 
during camp , 
3 , Counseling both individual and groups . 
4 . Work related instruction�-covering body care , health 
habits , social relations , work habits and attitudes .  
5 ,  Specific job instruction--use of tools , work processes , 
safety . 
6 .  Group discussion--centering around work experiences , 
personal problems , 
7 ,  Recreation--including swimming , boating, fishing , hiking , 
dancing etc . 
8 .  Arts and Crafts � 
VISITING TEACHER .OR SOCIAL WORKER 
Visiting Teacher . With the passage in 1965 of the Elementary 
Secondary Education Act ,  Title I .  Public I.aw 89-10 , the Visiting 
. � : · ' " 
Teacher school social worker whose main concern is people , more 
specifically children ,  has become an integral part of the Effingham 
Community Unit #40 educational system . 
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The Visiting Teacher was introduced into the system to ' insure 
closer t_i_e between home and school when working with the individual 
needs of children who display unusual behavior. 
The target area of Title . I  is children of economically 
deprived families , however , in extreme or emergency cases personnel 
may utiliz'e the services of the Visiting Teacher , 
Children are brought to the · attention of the Visiting Teacher 
through the REFERRAL STEPS by teachers , principals , administration 
and agencies , They are referred for various reasons , such as 
personality or behavior troubles , scholarships or academic troubles , 
and health or physical defects. 
When requested through the regular referral system , the 
Visiting Teacher initiates .home visits , to establish rapport , 
to act as a liaison between home and school , to relate or obtain 
inforrna ti on pertinent to childre.n with their own unique needs , 
and to give parents information that will help them better under­
stand the school ' s - obligation to their child. 
The Visiting Teacher also conducts a follow-up program 
including drop-outs and referrals from present and preceding 
school terms. 
The Visiting Teacher supplements but does not in any way 
supplant the role , of the teacher ; rather the Visiting Teacher 
and the classroom teacher are regarded as two different professional 
people who are working together -on a common interest--the child 
in a s_chool si tuation--each sharing a mutual goal which is the 
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development of the child through the medium of school experience , 
Social Worker , The school social work program is an exemplary 
service which will be utilized at its maximum for the socially 
maladjusted and emotionally , disturbed programs . We estimate that 
within - the Eastern Illinois AJJ:Ea of Special Education that a 
minimum of ten (10 )  so<:i�l workers will be needed to help supplant 
the educational program for handicapped children now in existence , 
We plan to locate the school social worker within the resident 
milieu of the schools in which they service--such as those services 
offered by the school speech correctionists . We deem it imperative 
that the school social worker maintain a close contact with the 
school in which she is involved , 
The School Social Work�r must also be a member of the admin­
istrative team composed of the psychologist, director of Special 
F.ducation , supervisors , vocational counselors , etc . Consequently, 
the supervisor of school social workers will be housed within the 
administrative offices of the Eastern Illinois Area of Special 
F.ducation and will maintain _ direct responsibility to the field 
social workers , 
The social workers have a con�ern and interest in all school 
children but they pave a special c9ncern in responsibility for 
children who did not seem to adjust satisfactorily to the school 
setting and have difficu:).t�es which persist despite the efforts 
of the teachers and others to resolve them ,  These children 
are demonstrating their unhappiness through the behavior which 
they are exhibiting in the school . While the child with a major 
behavior dis.order is a matter of great concern for the School 
Social Worker, he is still vitally interested in that youngster 
whose problem might be considered relatively superficial and 
, . 
whose improvement may be observed shortly following a referral by 
the teacher. It is desirable that school social work case loads 
be balanced between the severely maladjusted and chronic dis-
ordered on one end with an· appropriate number of the brief service 
preventive type cases •on the other . 
This special service attempts to help the child become more 
socially and emotionilly adequate . Special case work may be given 
the child and/or the social worker may work with the parents re-
garding the problem of the child . At times the social worker 
gives consultive services to .the teacher and does not work with 
the child. . or p.;_rents directly, ' The kind of help given'l.dep�nds .. 
on the individual child ' s  problem .  
He deem i t  imperative . that school social . workers be employed 
within our individual schoor districts at the greatest possible 
moment . 1:1e feel that the first person to be employed in the 
school social work program is the supervisor of the school social 
workers to be placed on the administrative staff . The responsi-
bility of ' this person will be to develop and employ field social 
workers within the individual school districts and counties . 
We think .. this;  person can best expedite the school social work 
programs . 
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PSYCHOLOGtST 
An approved psychologist , to be approved by the Executive 
Council , shall be employecf by the administrative district ,  
His duties:- responsibilities , and authority shall be defined 
by the Executive Council , 
, __ � 
OPERATION 
All persons e-inp-l�yed / ail means i.{sed and all schedules 
. . ,. - � 
effected under -this program shall meet the requirements as shall 
be, from time . to time , established by the Di vision of Special 
Fducation of the cif'f1ce' ·cir the Superintendent: -o-f- Public Instruction .  
The· progra� shali' be  operated to  provide special education 
for the- chiidren of all member districts -as though oner'di:St:bl:¢t ,  
having regard to those most needful of such special education,  
age groupings , availability of personnel and facilities for classes , 
and the financial status of 1;.he pr��am . _ _  , ,__ 
rFI A �l>()R'f'A 'f'T() N 
Each member district shall assume the responsibility of 
providing transportation for the students of that district attending 
the special classes organized and sponsored by the Executive Council , 
FINANC ING 
This program shall be financed per capita by all member 
districts , 
A budget of proposed expenditures shall be prepared by the 
total number of students (grades l through 12)  enrolled as 
reported to the Office of Public Instruction for use in 
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the state directory in all o� the several member districts , and 
the quotient thus obtained shall be multiplied by the number 
of students (grades 1 thr�ugh 12) enrolled in any member dis-
trict to determine the proportion to be contributed by each 
member _district , 
. < Ea.ch member - district· shall pay to the . administrative 
district suph. sum of money as determined by Section C above as 
- - �- ; \ " .. -
follows ; o�e-half thereof on or before July 1st , and one-half 
on or befor.e January 1st of each year ., 
- . All monies received by the administrative district 
shall l>e deposited in an approved bank , and shall by voucher_ 
or check be paid out as the Executive Council shall from time 
to time authorize , 
AMEND ME NI'S 
- .This program may _be altered or c�nged at any tim� 
by a two-thirds vote of the Executive Council voting by dis-
tricts . 
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CHAPTER IV 
EDUCABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 
Total Number 
I, Total number of children within the Eastern Illinois Area 
. •  
of Special Education ------------------------37 , 250 
Nu�be� est�mated by prevalence rate (at ,02% of school 
age children ------------------------------755 
B ,  Number reported in  1966 Census : 
. ' 
COUNTIES 
Clark 66 
Coles 137 
Cumberland · 40 
Douglas 111 
Edgar 85 
Effingham 90 
- t - _) 
Shelby 61 
- ·  
Moultrie - 22 
�- -· Total 
PLACED 
39 
121 
17 
·"52 ' 
40 
31 
42 
25 
367 
C ,  Total n�mber planned for : 612 
TOWNS 
Casey, Marshall , 
Westfield 
Charleston,  Oakland , 
Mattoon 
Cumberland , Neoga 
Tuscola , Arthur, Newman,  
Arcola , Villa Grove 
Chrisman, Hume , Kansas , 
Paris , Crestwood, Paris-CH #95 , 
Scottland 
Effingham, 
Dieterich ,  
Teutopo1l:}.s 
Beecher City, 
Altamont , 
Cowden ,  Findlay, Herrick, 
Moweaqua, Stewardson­
Strasburg, Windsor, Tower Hill , 
Shelbyville 
'Betfuny, Lovington , 
Sulllvan 
PRIMARY CLASS 
The primary class should consist of children whose ages 
are six , seven,  eight, and nine , mental ages for this group of 
children will be three to about six and a half . Since this 
class continues to be a preparatory class it is designated as 
the primary class . The purpose of such a group is to continue 
the social and mental development of the children ,  and to provide 
them with readiness activities ,  so that failure at the next 
level will be minimized . 
The �u:tricy.lilm :.of the :primary class should , in general , 
revolve around health , mental and physical , social experiences , 
readiness activities , visual and auditory discrimination, 
language , speech, quantitative , and motor, and familiarity with 
common materials ,  their uses and methods of using them, These 
should be taught through the use of meaningful units and activities .  
Health . There is a higher incidence of physical and 
sensory disabilities among the mentally handicapped than among 
normal . Itt is essential that the teacher institute a program 
that places desirable values upon health , cleanliness , safety, 
and so forth . Regular routine must be organized within the 
classroom to establish habits of washing, brushing teeth , care 
of hair, and wearing suitable clothing within the classroom 
as opposed to outside . A proper balance between rest and 
activity should be planned in terms of class activities . 
Social experiences . The provision of experiences in 
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group living is of extreme importance and should be an integral 
part of the primary program . The frustrations and failures ex­
perienced in many contacts with normal children and regular 
class situations have deprived them of many opportunities to 
learn to live , work , and play cooperatively with others . 
Primary children in primary special classes have chron­
ological ages of six to ten years , and develop mentally to the 
ages from three to six and one-half years . Generally, the 
chief criterion for moving a child from the primary to the 
intermediate group is not his chronological age but the fact ' 
that he has developed a mental age of six or six and one-half , 
Of course , other factors such as personality development and 
physical growth must also be considered . At that time , he has 
a reasonable chance of profiting from formal instruction in 
the skill subjects . Prior to that time the curriculum should 
be a continuation for the preschool level ,  emphasizing self-care , 
social skills , and sensory-motor readiness experiences .  In 
).l 
social adjustment , heavy emphasis needs to be placed on oral language 
especially on enlarging the speaking vocabulary. There is a· ,need 
to stress not only clarity in enunciation and correctness in 
pronunciation,  but also the ability in structuring one ' s  ideas 
clearly and in listening attentively so as to understand the 
spoken word. 
Stress needs to be placed on self-care and habit training, 
particularly personal cleanliness , neatness , care of personal 
property, and safety , Sharing, playing together and conforming 
to accepted social standards of behavior are important , In 
terms of readiness , the teacher should emphasize broadening 
of the experimental backgrounds of the pupils , lengthening 
their attention span, and developing good independent work habits . 
Improvement in motor coordination should be stressed, There 
should be a place for sense training which should center on 
such activities as matching colors , recognizing objects , and 
discriminating with the various senses , Rhythm exercises , an!". 
movements , coloring, hammering ,  caring for household articles ,  
cutting paper, and looking after pets . A beginning at learning 
to count and recognizing a few letters and words may have a 
place, though this should not be a rnajorufocus in the primary 
group , 
As they begin to derive personal satisfactions from the 
activities and experiences in the special class they can begin 
to benefit from planned group experiences designed to teach them 
coorperation, sharing, and other skills required in normal, 
effective social relationships , 
These skills must be developed slowly and at the devel­
opmental level of the child , Some of the most immature children 
will be unable to participate in cooperative activities with 
other children,  These children must also learn to work and play 
independent of the teacher' s  direct supervision and also without 
interfering with the rights and activities of the other children 
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in the class . 
Children who are developmentally ready should be taught 
to work cooperatively together on the same task,  toward the 
same goal . This too will be achieved slowly with first two 
children working and playing cooperatively as they learn the 
social skills involved , the teacher needs to provide less and 
less direction and supervision. Gradually one additional 
child can be added to the group , if he too is at the devel­
opmental stage where he is capable of performing socially at 
this level.  
The kinds of activities in which the children learn 
cooperative activities with the teacher and other children 
should be an out-growth of and integrated with the normal 
living and classroom activities , This will aid in the transfer 
of these social skills to their home and neigherborhood 
situations . 
Readiness Activities . The greatest proportion of the ;-, ' 
time a child spends in the primary class ,  he is at a pre­
academic developmental stage . One of the more important 
aspects of the primary curriculum is the provision for ex­
periences that will provide the children with those skills 
necessary to benefit from more formal instruction in the 
academic skills when they are intellectually ready, Speech 
and language environment from which a majority of them come . 
Speech and language skills are fundamental to the 
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learning of reading as it is ordinarily taught in most primary 
classes , Emphasis should be placed upon increasing a meaningful 
speaking and listening vocabulary, 
Quantitative Concepts , Understanding quantitative concepts 
and their use is necessary if a child is to comprehend fully 
the world about him and make use of arithmetical concepts and 
skills to be taught at a later date , The child must learn 
basic quantity or amount , sequence {counting) , an understanding 
of the language used in dealing with quantities and finally 
the recognition and association of the written number with the 
quantity and process involved , 
Motor Skills , Planned experiences to promote growth 
and improvement of skills in these areas should be included 
in a primary curriculum , The development of physical and 
motor skills is important to the learning of future academic , 
vocational, and avocational skills , and in the more satisfactory 
performance of other readiness activities , Physical and motor 
skills are also important in that they enable the mentally' 
handicapped to participate in games and activities with other 
children on a more nearly equal basis , 
Familiarity. M3.ny of the previous skills can be taught 
through the use of integrative activities , They also require 
the use of concrete materials , The experience will have greatest 
value if the materials used are common to the environment of the 
children and with which they have had experience , 
COURSE OF STUDY 
The Primary Class for mentally handicapped children is 
designed to educate children of ages six to ten,  whose mental 
level is six or below, and who are unable to cope with the 
curriculum of first or second grades of the regular public 
school . 
The purposes of such a class are : 
1 .  To establish, or re-establish , the confidence of 
the child in his own abilities by giving particular attention 
to mental and emotional factors in development .  
2 .  To develop habits of physical health and safety 
according to the needs of such children ,  
) , To provide parent education so that the parents 
will accept the limitations of the child in academic achievement 
and accept the child for his abilities and his worth-whileness , 
: . 4 . To emphasize the importance of social adjustment 
and social participation and to achieve the goal of social 
competency.  
5 , To develop language ability in these children 
since this is one of their major deficiencies , 
6 .  To develop quantitative concepts at the pre­
arithmetic level.  
7 , To develop better thinking ability through 
special guidance in that area , 
8 .  To develop visual perception abilities as a 
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preparation for reading activities. 
9 .  To develop auditory abilities as a preparation 
for reading activities, 
10 . To facilitate the use of their muscles for better 
muscles for better motor coordination. 
11, To develop more adequate speech . 
12 , To develop, in gene.ral, habits and attitudes of 
work which will permit them to obtain maximum benefit from 
group participation in the classroom . 
PRESCHOOL CLASS 
The education of young mentally handicapped children 
at the preschool level is basically similar to the education 
of preschool children of average intelligence . Methods and 
procedures , equipment, personnel, and organization of such 
a preschool follow the pattern of nursery schools in general. 
The major goals and objectives of the preschool are : 
1 .  The preschool should provide an environment for 
each child which will foster emotional health through providing 
a feeling of security and belongingness, and a feeling of 
accomplishment . 
2 .  The preschool should foster good physical health. 
J .  The preschool should provide opportunities for 
maturation through self-help throughout the day. 
4, The preschool should offer opportunities for the 
development • .  
5 . The preschool should offer opportunities for 
social development . 
6.  The preschool should offer opportunities for the 
development of motor skills . 
7 .  The preschool should offer ample opportunities 
to develop intellectual abilities . 
8 .  The preschool should offer opportunities for 
parent education.  
9. The preschool should provide for special clinical 
education for special disabilities found in the childre n .  
The need for the field of preschool education of the 
mentally handicapped within a public school system is a much 
neglected field . The cost of operation,  the difficulties of 
discovering childre n ,  and the lack of experience of school 
personnel in this area of education have retarded projects of 
this type . 
This phase of the education of mentally-handicapped 
children may be more important than the phases that follow , 
after children have faced frustration and failure in the school . 
It is possible that many children who are unable to adjust to 
our society, would have been able to make an adequate adjustment 
following an intensive program of preschool education . The 
cost of education at this level may be insignificant compared 
to the cost of support and care at a later age . 
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PRE-KINDERGARTEN TEACHER 
The teacher exercises his particular skill in selecting 
equipment and planning the curriculum which uses the equipment . 
These plans work best when they are concise , practical , easy 
to recall , and structured but flexible . On any day the tone 
of the group may alter the best thought out plans , calling for 
the ability to shift and redirect activities to meet the specific 
needs of the group and the children in it .  
It  is essential that the teacher know the significance 
of the choice and arrangement of equipment and how it might 
affect the individuals and the group . Specific opportunities 
should be provided to foster whatever peer interaction may be 
possible , be it parallel or interactive play contacts . The 
teacher must oftren initiate group activities and invite 
voluntary participation . The teacher should choose activities 
which will not be overstimulating for some of the children 
but which will maintain an attractive and inviting environment 
and should always support the child in his efforts to move 
toward new experiences . By providing carefully selected 
materials and offering adequate arrangements for their use , 
the pre-kindergarten school provides a fertile ground for 
positive ego development . 
While attempting to live within a group of his peers , a 
retarded child often demands concentrated attention from an 
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accepting and sympathetic person . TI1e child can be helped to 
discover that the teacher can be used in a variety of ways , from 
providing a temporary symbiotic tie to simply offering momentary 
support to help the child succeed . 
TI1e teacher ' s  function or role in the classroom is first 
that of observing the c hildre n ,  the n ,  individualizing his program 
to fit the group and individual requirements of the children 
through the choice of equipment , arrangement , and planning, and 
lastly , providing consistent structure and maintaining a climate 
of acceptanc e ,  warmth , and respect for the feelings of each child . 
nie teacher needs a thorough grounding in how normal children 
grow , an appreciation for openness about personality dynamics 
and feelings , and ingenuity in adapting educational techniques 
to the special group with which he works . Certainly whatever 
freedom and ability innovate he may have will be invaluable . 
This teacher must be able ·  t0:'understand himself and the process 
of becoming a teacher through integrating and incorporating 
new knowledge with previous strengths and abilities . 
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I NTERMEDIATE CLASS 
Children in the intermediate E . M . H .  Classes usually 
range in age from about ten to thirteen years chronologically 
and have mental ages from about sijc(',tO nine years , They are 
now ready for more formal instruction in the basic skill sub­
jects . These should be taught only as growth in intellectual 
capacity permits and not to the neglect of social development , 
The intermediate curriculum is much more structured than the 
primary one , Learning tool subjects essential to everyday 
living requires systematic individualized instruction , A 
balanced program should make possible individual instruction 
without neglecting group instruction . It is usually possible 
for most retarded children to acquire academic skills at about 
grade three to four level before leaving the intermediate group, 
though some will be fortunate to be woDking at the upper grade 
two level when they reach adolescence , The chief criterion 
for moving a pupil from the intermediate group to the secondary 
group is the reaching of adolescence rather than in terms of 
academics , 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASS 
Adolescents in junior high special classes range in age 
from 13 to 15 years and have mental ages ranging from about 
8 to 12 years , The central focus here is on life adjustment 
and occupational education . The curriculum is by now broadened 
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to include practical reading and arithmetic, science, social 
studies, household arts, and even a little of the fine arts. i;( 
Adolescents, since their mental ages keep on increasing, should 
continue to be taught additional basic skill subjects. Arithmetic 
should stress handling money, figuring out wages, opening bank 
accounts, borrowing and paying back money, paying rent, taxes, 
and debts, and other practical tasks with which the retarded 
will be confronted in later life. These would include problems 
involving time, timetables, and road maps . By now, reading 
and writing skills should be sufficient for the retarded to 
begin reading a newspaper and other simple materials for in­
formation and pleasure. He should gain practice in filling 
out application forms for employment, reading instructions, 
studying want ads, and applying in writing for jobs. Oral 
communication in business and social settings must continue 
to be stressed. Special emphasis needs to be placed on social 
development. The boys and girls need help in feeling comfortable 
with the opposite sex. At the junior high level, while the 
pupils are 13 to 15 years of age, the general pattern is to 
provide in-school work experiences. A pupil may be assigned 
for one or more periods a day to janitorial, cafeteria, shop, 
office, or other duties. He should be shifted every two or 
three months to a different work situation to evaluate his 
interest in, and competence at the various work experiences. 
Both the person in charge of the program and the special 
teacher need to observe and evaluate the trainee . 
Job Description. The teacher selected for the organ­
ization and education of mentally handicapped children should 
be thoroughly trained in the education of the mentally hand­
icapped . Regular elementary teachers without special training 
tend to pattern the special class after the curriculum of the 
elementary grades . A teacher of the mentally handicapped must 
obtain supplementary specialized training to understand the 
children ,  their needs , and the curriculum of the special class . 
The teacher should know the assets and liabilities of the child 
from the beginning , rather than find them out gradually during 
the year . 
The teacher of the special class should be given free­
dom in organizing the curriculum according to the needs and 
abilities of the children assigned to his class . Sinc e ,  
special classes do not follow the reguil!ar curriculum of the 
school the teacher should be accorded the freedom of organizing 
the curriculum for the clas s .  This does not mean that the 
teacher should have no program. The teacher should be required 
to outline the objectives to be attained during the year . 
Children in the junior high group will consist of boys 
and girls of thirteen ,  fourteen,  fifteen and possibly sixteen 
years of age depending on their mental and social abilities . 
The mental ages of these children range from about eight to 
twelve . 
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Curriculum , 
(1) At the junior high level it is necessary to 
emphasize more specifically the areas of living , the skills , and 
attitudes essential to meeting the requiremnts of the social 
and occupational world , Most areas can be developed around 
the broad headings of (1) homebuilding , (2) occupational 
education,  (3 ) \
\
so�
·
i
<
etal )elationships and , (4) physical and 
mental health , 
Although a special education program is in reality a 
guidance program , it should be emphasized that one of the 
basic techniques of special education is personal guidance or 
individualization of i nstructio n ,  B y  personal guidance i s  meant 
the recognition of the unique problems of each individual and 
the formulation of a technique for assisting him in solving 
his problems . Some of these problems may be in the areas of 
(1) difficulties in mastering the elements of tool subjects , 
(2) personal and social adjustment ,  and (3) occupational 
guidance , information, and training , 
Objectives and Purposes ,  The education of the mentally 
handicapped differs from the education of the average child 
in the lack of emphasis placed upon academic achievement , and 
the emphasis placed upon the development of personality and 
adequacy in the occupational and social areas , Mentally hand-
icapped children cannot achieve the skills and degrees of 
knowledge in the academic areas of reading , writing , arithmetic , 
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science , or social studies attained by the average child . 
They can , however, learn to adjust to society and to show 
accomplishment in an unskilled or semiskilled job . 
The following questions should be asked regarding the 
activities of mentally handicapped children in a classroom.  
Does it promote health , both mental and physical? 
Does it promote a practical application of the tool 
subjects? 
are : 
Does it promote better home membership? 
Does it promote better group and community living? 
Does it promote a better use of leisure time? 
Does it promote desirable working habits and attitudes? 
The more specific aims for the mentally handicapped 
1 .  They should be educated to get along with their 
fellow men ;  i . e . ,  they should develop social competency through 
numerous social experiences . 
2 .  They should learn to participate in work for the 
purpose of earning their own living . 
SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL CLASS 
For most educable 'mentally handicapped students ,  senior 
high school is the last stage of formal training in a series 
of progressive steps in preparation for life as an independent 
and a contributing citizen . The intellectual limitations of 
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E,M.H . students dictate that the high school program should 
stress vocational training and family living . However, it 
must not be forgotten that E . M . H .  students are· entitled to 
many of the experiences available to all students in the 
senior high school , on a selective basis related to individual 
needs . 
The development of acceptable work attitudes and work 
habits assumes major importance ;  professional counseling and 
psychological services should be available to help E . M . H .  
students develop such attitudes and habits , 
A high school inaugurating workshops and vocational 
experiences for the mentally handicapped will want to coordinate 
its program with the services of the Division of Vocational 
Rehabilitation ,  State of Illinois ,  
IDENTIFICATION 
As the Illinois program in special education matures ,  nearly 
all mentally handicapped students will be identified in the 
elementary schools and placed in appropriate special classes , 
being promoted to the senior high school at or near age fifteen , 
In many communities , this pattern is already well-established , 
Regular and thorough re-evaluation by qualified psychologists 
is essential , to assess progress and to assure continued appro­
priate school placement . Professional staff conferences of the 
personnel working with each student , including those administra= 
tively responsible for his program , constitute the most effective 
means of sharing·' iilforma tion- arid. ree.cning appropriate deCisilions . 
PLACEMENT 
Decisions to place EMH students in special classes and 
programs , and to modify their programs subsequently, are reached 
in staff conferences , Groupings and scheduling should always 
be sufficiently flexible that students may be transferred to 
more appropriate sections if necessary, after thorough staff 
assessment . 
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CURRICULUM 
Graduation Requirements - High School EMH : 
English 
U .  S .  History 
Government 
llB.thematics 
Science 
Driver' s Education 
Physical Education 
3 years 
1 year 
%- year 
1 year 
1 year 
.h 
� year 
4 years 
(Subjects in parenthesis 
are electives , ) 
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EVALUATION 
Evaluatl:i.on , Evaluation is an on-going process that helps 
the teacher to look critically at her own program, and at 
her progress of individual children in her class , Since 
no absolute criterion can be established, teachers have found 
that the pupil must be must be evaluated on a number of relative 
criteria . These are : 
1 ,  The extent to which academic progress approaches 
the level expected as indicated by his mental age and his 
own pattern of abilities , 
2 .  Progress in development of physical coordination , 
3 , Progress toward increasing social maturity, 
4 .  Good mental health . 
Self-evaluation--1 . Is the class designed to further 
the areas just listed above? (2) Does the teacher assign 
with a purpose? (3) Are devices used relevant and as simple 
as possible? (4) Is there work assigned to the entire class 
that does not take into account individual differences? (5 ) 
Is the emotional atmosphere of the classroom relaxed rather 
than tense , over-excited , or depressing? 
Pupil Evaluation. 
1 .  Use special report card . 
2 .  Have a parent conference at grade card time to 
explain that grades are on individual basis and not in com­
petition with others in school ,  
00 
3 ,  Parent conferences can be utilized for a discussion 
of progress "ungradable" areas (social adjustment , etc , )  and 
for an exchange of ideas . 
4 ,  Establish standards for promotion , 
Teacher Evaluation, 
1, Rapport with students . 
2 .  Relations with others on the staff , 
3 ,  Personal qualities , 
4 .  Methodi;· :of conducting class � .  
5 ,  Desire to experiment and improve , 
6 ,  Allow teachers to help establish evaluative 
criteria . 
person .  
7 , Have ratings made frequently by more than one 
8 ,  Discuss evaluation with the teacher stressing 
strengths and ways to improve instead of dwelling on weaknesses , 
Curriculum Evaluation. 
1 .  Extent to which curriculum meets objectives,  
2 .  Extent to which every teacher is involved in 
planning the curriculum . 
3 ,  Degree of continuity of the curriculum--scope 
and sequence . 
4 .  Extent to which curriculum meets individual 
differences . 
5 ,  Amount of enrichment and remediation present 
in the curriculum . 
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pupils . 
6 .  Degree of unity of the curriculum . 
7 , Quality of learning experiences presented to 
8 ,  Provisions for continual evaluation of curriculum . 
9·, Provisions for experimentation and changes in 
curriculum , 
Adminstrative Evaluation. 
1 .  Amount of interest shown in developing the program , 
2 .  Amount of support given the actual development , 
) , Extent : to which the administration allows the 
director to assume authority, 
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PROGRAM 
The number of diagnosed Eliucable Mentally Handicapped 
children now being educated in Special Eliucation Classes within 
the Easteni illinois Area of Special Eliucation -- Total----- 367 
Number still needing service ------ ----------- - ----- 245 
The Eastern Illinois Area of Special Etlucation now has 
in existence the following c lasses : 
1 . Primary -------- ---------- 9 
2 . Intermediate -- - - - - ------- 9 
3 ,  
4 .  
Junior High 
Senior High 
6 
6 
.. Total ------- ----------- - 30 
Classes are needed at the following levels : 
Preschool ages 3-5 
Primary -- ages 5-7 
Intermediate I -- ages 8-10 
Intermediate II ages 11-13 
Junior High or Senior High I ages 14-16 
Senior High -- ages 16-21 
Where will the Special Eliucation Classes be located 
within the Eastern Illinois Area of Special Eliucation? 
Due to the large geographical area covered by the 
Special Eliucation District -- and the areas of sparse 
population -- it will be essential to develop a "Cluster" 
system of classroom and program development , 
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Presently the ithi:r:\;y (f'.39 ):..;_?pet,:ialE.lliucatd:onCG.lasses�.a:re 
located in sites of convenience -- but leading toward 
the "Cluster" system.  Note Map which depicts the present 
class placements and shows the network of classe s ,  
The "Clusters" will concentrate around six (6) target 
cities -- which are (note map) 1 
Mattoon - Charleston -- Minimum 10 classes 
Effingham - Minimum 5 classes 
Paris <  - Minimum 7 classes 
Shelbyville - Minimum 6 classes 
Villa Grove - Mi nimum 5 classes 
Marshall - Casey - Minimum 5 classes 
The "Cluster" system is based on the theory that in order 
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to have a comprehensive educational curriculum and program a proper 
sequence of curricula and chronological ages must be maintained , 
Under this system a student would transfer to another class at 
least every two··years - - but would still work at his own mental 
age level .  "Cluster systems" also aids good social development , 
Transportation is kept to a minimum -- and team teaching may be 
utilized to its fullest extent , 
There will be some cases where a few isolated classes 
will exist outside of the "Cluster , "  These isolated classes 
will be Primary Classes only and will be developed only when 
transportation time will exceed proper limits for Primary age 
children ,  Such cases may be Bethany and Chrisman, M3.ximum 
travel time for Primary age children should probably not exceed 
thirty minutes one way , 
TRANSPORTATION 
What is the plan for transportation? According to the 
Fastern Illinois Area of Special Eliucation Joint Agreement - ­
each district will be responsible for his own transportation 
to and from the special class . The Director of Special Eli­
ucation will help coordinate transportation activities , 
Special attention to integrate transportation into 
meaningful lessons will be a goal of all teachers , Special 
assignments to . be carried out on the vehicles will be emphasized . 
Plans are in  the developmental stage to transmit ed­
ucationsl criteria programs to the vehicle by closed circuit 
T . V .  
Regular bus schedules will be utilized i n  all cases 
possible , as will regular buses , 
Transportation will be held to one hour (one way) 
but care will be taken to keep that time at a thirty (30 )  
minute maximum (one way) . 
FACILITIES 
How many rooms are being used? Presently, thirty class­
rooms are being used for Eliucable Metally Handicapped classes , 
How rrany rooms are needed? Approximately - 10-15 extra 
classes will be needed to complete the "cluster system" by 1969 , 
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Are plans being made to obtain these rooms? All new 
building programs are including facilities for Special Educa-
tion Classes , In some cases , "portable" classrooms will be 
constructed and attached to the regular architecture , 
Junior High and Senior High Schools will not have to 
obtain separate rooms as these programs are not self-contained 
but integrated into the existing school program , Under these 
mechanics - 210 students can be integrated into the school 
structure without an undue burden ,  
TEACHER SELEX:TION 
The selection of the teacher is the most important 
single factor in organizing and developing the educational 
program for the educable mentally handicapped , The law pro­
vides that the special classroom teacher (professional worker) 
must hold a valid Illinois Teacher' s  Certificate and have the 
specialized training required by the Superintendent of Public 
Instruction, Teachers of the educable mentally handicapped 
must not only have the skills and personal qualities of the 
competent regular classroom teacher , but also must possess 
the skills for working as a member of a professional team. 
Such attributes as flexibility, understanding, good physical 
and mental health , and a sense of humor are essential for the 
teacher in this program . 
CHAPTER V 
TRAINABLE MENTALLY HANDICAPPED 
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total number of children in Special Education District 
---------------------------------------37 , 250 
Number estimated by prevalence rate of ,002 of the 
school age ch�ldren _________ 75 
Number reported in 1966 Census : 
County Number 
Clark----------------------12 
Coles----------------------43 
Cumberland-----------------16 
Douglas--------------------11 
Edgar----------------------10 
Effi:ngham------------------24 
Shelby--------------------- 9 
Moultrie------------------- 6 
PROGRAM 
Placed 
12 
43 
24 
10 
Class 
Primary 
Two intermediate 
One primary 
13 Nanon Wood 
School 
· 8  Workshop 
Bethany 
The humber of diagnosed (Tn:ainable Mentally lfiaJ!idicappea) 
children now being educated with.in the Eastern Illinois Area 
of Special Education - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -59 
Number still needing service ----------------15-30 
The Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education has in 
{ 
ex!,stence the follow1ng Trainable ·�r.rtaily; ·Harid:!:ca:pp§d ':classes : 
1 .  Mattoon ages 7-12 
2 ,  Marshall ages 8-12 
3 .  Bethany ages 9-14 
4 .  Arcola ages 6-11 
5 .  Paris (not approved) ages 10-16 
6 .  Effingham (not approved) -- ages 5-18 
Where levels of classes are needed? 
It is imperative that classes be provided for trainable 
children from preschool to age 21 and gainful or sheltered 
- ' 
·.�io�J<;?J:w�-. empl-oY.Jllent:,, A prop_ er· clironologJ:cal� agec range' n:ot'.· to· , 
exceed a maximum of three years and preferably a two year age 
range must be maintained , A comprehensive educational program 
can only be accomplished if the above age requiremnts are 
upheld . 
Suggested class levels are : 
1 .  Preschool------------ Ages 3-6 
2 ,  Primary I------------ Ages 6-8 
3 .  Primary II----------- Ages 8-10 
4 .  Intermediate !------- Ages 12-15 
5 ,  Intermediate II-------Ages 12-1� 
6 .  Pre-Vocational Training--- 15-18 
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7 ,  Vocational Work Study Training------ 18-21 , 
8 ,  Employment or Sheltered Workshop------ 21+ , 
Where will the Trainable Mentally Handicapped classes 
be located within the Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education? 
Presently the Trainable Mentally Handicapped classes 
are located in a circle around the area prohibiting the use 
of the cluster theory and a comprehensive educational program, 
To insure a proper comprehensiYe educational program and main­
tain a two-three year age range -- it will be necessary to 
centralize the Trainable Mentally Handicapped classes , 
A committee of six (6) superintendents and the Eastern 
Illinois Area of Special Education board -- after considerable 
study -- recommended that all Trainable Mentally Handicapped 
classes be located in Mattoon and Charleston or all in Mattoon 
or all in Charleston or a combination of the two (2) towns , 
Present classes in existence will be phased into the centralized 
area when satisfactory facilities can be developed and transporta� 
tion arranged , These recommendations were discussed and 
voted by the Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education Executive 
Board to be implemented as soon as feasible , 
TRANSPORTATION 
What noncertified personnel will be used for Trainable 
Mentally Handicapped classes? 
A minimum of one (1) noncertified person will be employed 
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for each Trainable Mentally Handicapped class and in all 
cases volunteer service will be utilized whenever possible . 
A noncertified person or "bus-marm" will be assigned 
to any bus , cab , or van that transports five (5) or more 
Trainable Mentally Handicapped students , 
The Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education will 
coordinate all activities of other agencies that might become 
involved with the Trainable Mentally Handicapped program or 
students . F\111 cooperation with all agencies will be fostered , 
A list of cooperative agencies is listed in the addendum, 
What therapist will be employed? 
A language therapist will provide language training 
for the children and will act as a consultant to the Trainable 
Mentally Handicapped teachers • 
What provisions are made for transportation? 
Transportation will be the direct responsibility of 
the individual school districts aided by the Director of Special 
Education, "Shuttle" transportation will be used as much as 
possible for convenience to the outlying districts , 
FAC ILITIES 
All six (6) classes planned will hopefully be placed, · 
into two (2) large buildings , -- one building will handle 
the first four (4) classes · and the second building will handle 
the last two (2 ) which are the vocational .classes , These 
buildings may both be located in Mattoon or Charleston or a 
combination of the two . 
The existing classes will remain in their present 
mocations until adequate housing is located in Mattoon and 
Charleston. 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
A good teacher fo:rr young retarded children will work 
in a bland environment , creating a series of structured sit- ,. 
uations saturated with a genuine attitude of empathy, worth­
whileness , confidence and love . 
A bland environment is achieved by avoiding the in­
clusion of any and all extraneous material , bright color, 
shiny or shimmering surfaces , or moving things , 
The room should be painted in pleasant pastels , with 
no decorations , decals , pictures , print materials , murals , 
Hardware should be satin finish , if possible , Lighting should 
be indirect ,  shielded fluorescents . 
Draw draperies should cover all views during work time . 
Draperies are opened on purpose to watch a fire engine , birds , 
clouds , swaying trees--to watch for the bus and learn to wait 
patiently. 
Primary colors--red , bright blue , bright green, or deep ' 
yellow--are reserved for teaching devices . 
Teachers should wear pretty pastels or plain colored 
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dark clothing . Smocks should not be gaily patterned , 
Furniture should be pastel , gray or beige , with un­
patterned , undecorated formica tops on tables , 
Da.ngly,  bangly jewelry, bracelets and earrings should 
be avoided , Bright-colored fingernail enamel is very dis­
tracting, the effect of red nail polish is notable when the 
retarded child is older and learning to direct attention to 
flat surfaces , pictures in series or printed material , With 
these older children,  having a red enameled index fingernail 
on the target will draw attention readily , This technique is 
valuable at the appropriate time , The nursery and kindergarten 
children are learning to direct attention toward a gross target ,  
an object ,  or person , and must not be distracted t o  attend to 
fascinating details of a teacher' s  appearance . 
All materials--toys , books , etc , --must be kept out of 
sight at the nursery and kindergarten level.  The task at hand 
must have all the attention,  Record players should be closed . 
The moving turntable is often more compelling than the sounds 
we are using for learning , 
As the children move along and their attention becomes 
more readily captured and sustained , "things" may be a part of 
the environment . Open shelves , books and toys , are a part of 
the junior intermediate class , These children have had learn­
ing experiences in the nursery, kindergarten and primary groups.. 
More color and extraneous material is permitted through the 
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intermediate years , The older children work in rooms very 
much like any other:;_·c!l:assrooms--pleasant , uncluttered , with 
materials for independent projects and pursuits accessible , 
Habitual tidiness--a place for everything, and pride 
in having a comfortable , happy and beautiful place in which 
to work--contributes to the achievement of a mature , socially 
acceptable individual , 
COURSE OF STUDY 
The trainable mentally handicapped child requires a 
curriculum designed to further the adjustment of the child 
to his home and neighborhood , The school program for such 
a child is not expected to "cure" these children not to make 
them independent members of our society. It is designed so 
that the child may learn to better care for his personal needs 
at home (self care) , to get along with others in the home , 
the school , and the neighborhood; to respect property rights ; 
and in general to manage his own affairs in a social group 
and in a restricted environment (social adjustment) ; and to 
learn to do things , not only for himself but for others , 
This latter objective has been called economic usefulness 
which means simply to do chores around the house to assist 
the mother and father and/or to do some simple work under 
supervision in a sheltered environment. Above cilll the pro­
gram as a whole should aim to develop a well adjusted person­
ality, or a happy child, for these children are entitled to the 
1)1 
"pursuit of happiness" ,  in the same degree as all ch:l1ldren ,  
In short , general personality development which can function 
in a limited environment should be the goal of the school 
program . 
It is important to help each child acquire acceptable 
patterns of behavior consistent with his level of development , 
I.earning begins when the child steps into the bus at the 
beginning of the day and continues through each activity 
during the school day. 
The trainable mentally handicapped child becomes 
more independent and develops a feeling of security as he 
learns to do for himself those tasks that adults have had 
to do for him . He can usually achieve some measure of suc­
cess at the very beginning of his training, regardless of 
how low;.:his level of development may be , This small measure 
of success can provide the foundation for his training in 
self care , 
The teacher must be aware of just how the routine he 
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is trying to testablish at school can be carried over into the 
home , There will be no value in teaching a routine if it 
cannot be used in the home . After a child ' s  level has been 
determined, he should have a consistent pattern to follow at 
school and at home until the routine is a part of his living , 
This integration of the school and home training programs will 
be implemented through frequent teacher-parent conferences , 
With proper training the trainable mentally handicapped 
child will gain indepe';ldence- arld a .:sense -of :secu±ij.y',py' helping 
others as well as by helping himself . Most of these children 
can be trained in assisting at home in simple household tasks 
such as preparing and serving simple meals , cleaning, making 
beds , sewing, shining shoes ,  laundering, caring for yards , 
and running errands , In economic usefulness , as in self care , 
when household tasks are taught at school an effort should be 
made to have a carry-over into the home , 
Since the physical development of many of these children 
is more in keeping with their chronological age rather than with 
their mental age , they can learn simple routine tasks that 
require the development and coordination of gross and small 
muscles . Such activities include folding, stamping, stuffing 
envelopes ,  woodworking , etc . 
As some of these children learn simple routines they 
develop good work habits and longer attention spans . The older 
child who has had sufficient training can often spend most of 
his school day in activities that contribute to economic use­
fulness . 
The greater part of a child ' s  learning comes from and 
through body movements . Through physical training activities 
he improves his physique , But more important , he experiences 
social conditioning and finds a means of relieving his inner 
tensions and emotions in a conventionally acceptable manner . 
Spoken language is one of the most important means by 
which the trainable mentally handicapped child will be able 
to gain acceptance in and enjoy group situations , The im­
portance of spoken language is due partially to the fact that 
trainable mentally handicapped children will never achieve 
proficiency in the more advanced stages of communication i , e ,  
reading, writing , 
The value of music in teaching trainable mentally 
handicapped children cannot be over-estimated . It is a means 
of expression, It can be used to make the child happy through 
participation and appreciation ;  through relaxation by a release 
of pent-up emotions ; through the joy of listening, watching ,  
and playing together . 
It is desirable that music be closely related to all 
of the child ' s  actual daily experiences , It can be effectiv�ly 
correlated with his activities in physical training and with 
his growth in language development as well as with all other 
areas of his curriculum . Some of the abilities that can be 
achieved in the area of music are listening , singing , performing 
body rhythms , playing in rhythm band, singing games , dancing ,  
and marching , 
EVALUATION 
Evaluation is the process by which we judge and thereby 
learn what a thing or act is worth at the time judgment is made , 
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In a program for trainable children we are always in the 
process of evaluating something. When a child is presented 
for admission his physical , social , emotional and intellectual 
statuses are evaluated by a physician, psychologist , social 
worker, teacher, and language pathologist ' to determine eligi­
bility, and to indicate a starting point upon which the teacher 
may begin to make plans for a suitable and profitable program , 
At the end of the pre-admission trial period another 
evaluation is made to determine the child ' s  ability to function 
in a group of peers and to consider whether or not the child 
will profit from the available program, 
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CHAPTER VI 
SOCIALLY MALADJUSTED 
PROGRAM 
A teacher is a combination of academic teacher ,  re­
medial instructor , social group worker, and parent surrogate . 
He guides academic and remedial studies , recreation arts , hobbies ,  
and clubwork--but i n  a very special way. Children participate 
through fluid groupings directed by, in some instances , one 
teacher , or at other times by teams of teachers , Groups are 
also unden· class observation of psychiatric social workers 
who guide and assist teachers in utilizing group dynamics 
techniques .  
The recommendations for these classes are : 
1 .  Pupil-teacher ratio should not exceed 15 pupils 
per teacher . 
2 .  Teaching schedules should be comparable with other 
teacher�� . .  
3 ,  Classroom teaching assignments should not exceed 
30 hours per week , 
4 , Teachers should not be assigned to non-school duties . 
5 ,  Club sponsorship , hobby hours , and the like should 
merit adjustment in the teaching schedule , 
Teacners must help maladjusted students come to terms 
with so�etal limits and find their individuality enhanced 
through productive group membership . 
Regular textbooks and teachers ' manuals do not provide 
the information, activities , and guidance necessary . These 
youngsters learn well with instructional materials reflecting 
their style . of learning . Maladjusted children need learning 
opportunities capitalizing on their facility with the : (1) 
physical and visual rather than the aural , (2) content-centered 
rather than form-centered, (3) externally oriented rather than 
introspective , {4) problem-centered rather than abstract-centered , 
(5) inductive rather than deductive , (6) spatial rather than 
temporal , (7) slow, careful , patient , persevering in areas 
of importance ,  rather than quick , ·clever , facile and flex�ble 
I 
new curricular concepts for maladjusted youth incorporate 
elements of work, study, recreation, and social responsibility 
into special techniques , Relearning is instrumented by teachers 
skilled in directing behavior toward the "habits society demands 
as a condition of freedom" , All activities emphasize vocational , 
pre-vocational , and job-connected skills , 
NON-CERTIFIED PERSONNEL 
We will not plan at this time to use non-certified 
personnel within the classroom, However, non-certified per-
sonnel may be utilized in the pre-vocational workstudy programs , 
We will work with all Agencies interested in meeting the 
individual needs of children mainly these agencies are listed in 
the Appendix at the end , 
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Those therapists to be used in the socially _ maladjusted 
program will be speech and language therapists , 
Other school services offered will be the services of 
the school social workers , school psychologists , school nurses , 
guidance counselors , special reading consultants , curriculum 
personnel , and special subjects supervisors . 
TRANSPORTATION 
The resident school administration will have the basic 
responsibility for providing transportation for all socially 
maladjusted children within their specific jurisdiction.  The 
Director of Special Education will aid in the coordination of 
transportation ,  Private and public carriers will be contracted 
to transport these children,  
One hour should be the maximum time that a child would 
be involved in this travel {one way) , 
HOUSING 
We are currently using three rooms within the Special 
Education District and tract system for the socially maladjusted , 
Rooms--additional rooms to be utilized when needed will 
be twelve (12) elementary rooms , six (6 ) junior high rooms , 
and six (6) senior high rooms , 
Our plans for obtaining new rooms will be based on those 
school districts building new buildings which will add extra 
classrooms for use , We must also realize that by shifting 
students , pa.Irticularly elementary students within the school 
that this system will free other rooms for use , Floating systems 
at the high school and junior high school will be utilized as 
much as possible , 
Our greatest effort to obtain housing will oe concen­
trated at the elementary school level , 
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total number of children in Special Education District 
--------------------------- 37 , 250 
Number estimated by prevalence rate for this type hand-
icapped------------------------------------ 1 , 862 
Note : The total rate is ,05% of the student population 
and of this number ,02 or 755 need intensive 
teacher and pupil personnel service ;  , OJ% or 
1 , 017 students need pupil personnel services ' 
only. 
Number of socially maladjusted students reported in 
1966 Census : - 415 ,  
County Number 
Clark 40 
Coles 6J 
Cumberland 13 
Effingham 46 
Shelby 14 
Placed 
17 
20 
1 
�lass 
(1) 
Mattoon 7 & 8 grade 
Shelbyville 
(' ' 
Edgar 
Moultrie 
Douglas 
63 
9 
--167 
2 Sullivan 
1 Villa Grove 
Number presently being served : 
1 ,  Special Education - - - - - - - -- -- --- - 50 
2 .  Special Projects - - - - - - - --- - - - - - 80 
Number still needing service : 
1 .  Intensive Service 700 
2 .  Personnel Services - 1 , 800 
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CHAPTER VII 
LEARNING DISABILITIES 
(Neurological Impaired Functional ) 
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total number of children in Special Education District 
---------- 37 ,250 . 
Number estimated by prevalence rate of children with 
learning disabilities - 372 , 
Number of children with learning disabilities reported 
in 1966 census : 303 ,  
a .  Clark County - 23 
b .  i,;Coles eounty - 50 
c .  Cumberland County - 27 
d ,  Effingham County - 27 
e ,  Shelby County - 36 
f ,  Edgan· County - 57 
g .  ;;:MoultrieCCount y <28 
h .  Douglas County - 55 
Total number planned for - 372 
PROGRAM 
Number presently being served - 0 
Involved in kindergarten ; Neurological , one per county, 
eight (8) classes minimum , 
Number still needing service - 372 
Levels at which there are classes -0 
Levels at which classes are needed -
1 .  Elementary schools - Jl 
2 .  Junior High Schools - 6 
J . Senior High School - the "Know and Care Centers" 
will serve as the educational plan for the high 
school person with a learning disability. 
Location of classes : 
Because of the geographical location and populations 
sparsity it will be necessary for the Eastern Illinois 
Area of Special Education in most cases to utilize 
the services of the itinerant teacher rather than 
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the self-contained classroom , However , in the counties 
of Coles , Douglas , and Edgar , self-contained classrooms 
may be utilized--however, even this is doubtful because 
of the lack of base population. 
Thirty-seven (37) itinerant teachers will be the 
approximate number needed by 1972 to serve the child 
with a learning disorder . The breakdown of teachers 
could be approximately as follows : 
a .  Clark County - 2 teachers 
-- --b . Coles County - 5 teachers 
c .  Cumberland County - J teachers 
d .  Effingham County - J teachers 
e ,  Shelby County - 4 teachers 
f ,  Edgar County - 6 teachers 
g ,  Moultrie County - J teachers 
h .  Douglas County - 5 teachers 
Timetable for implementing a program for the learning 
disabled : 
area , 
Note : Our greatest emphasis would be placed on this 
program beginning September 1 ,  1969,  
1969-70 
10 
1970-71 
Noncertified Personnel : · · ": 
1971-72 
We do not plan to use noncertified personnel in this 
We will work with all agencies interested in meeting 
the individual needs of children,  These agencies are listed 
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in the Appendix I .  A therapist to be utilized in  the learning 
disabled program will center around a speech and language therapist 
who is particularly trained in the areas of learning disabilities , 
particularly language functioning , The speech therapist will 
act as a team member on the team approach for the child , The 
school psychologist will be utilized fully for the purposes of 
educating this child . 
TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation should not be a problem in the program 
for the learning disabled unless it is deemed necessary to 
establish self-contained classes , If a self-contained classroom 
is utilized the resident district would be responsible for the 
transportation,  The Di'rector of Special Education will aid 
in the coordination of the transportation for these children,  
HOUSING 
Number of rooms presently being used - 0 
Number of additional rooms needed as work rooms for 
itinerant teachers . 
We would estimate that ten (10 ) more rooms will be 
necessary for the operation of this program as twenty-eight 
(28) rooms are now established for special services for itinerant 
teachers , 
School districts are now engaged in a survey and room 
study. It will be possible to provide space for the itinerant 
teacher within the limits of the timetable 1  
1969-70 
35 
1970-71 
37 
1971-72 
35 
CHAPTER VIII 
EMOTIONALLY DISTURBED 
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total number of children in Special Education District 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 37 , 250 . 
Number estimated by prevalence rate (for this type 
handicap) - 372 
Number reported in 1966 Census - 259 * 
Total number planned for - 372 
* The Census breakdown is : 
Clark -21 
Coles ±05 
Cumberland 24 
Effingham 19 
Shelby 10 
Edgar 19 
Moultrie 5 
Douglas � 
Total 259 
PROGRAM 
Number presently being served - 10 
Number still needing services - 362 
Levels at which there are classes - 0 (Those emotionally 
disturbed students which are now being served are being served 
in individual therapy conducted by the staff of the Eastern 
Illinois Area of Special Education) , 
Levels at which classes are needed - (All classes for 
the severely emotionally disturbed child will be conducted in 
the elementary grades and prior to the child ' s  reaching his 
tenth birthday) , We estimate that twelve (12) such classrooms 
and teachers will be needed to conduct this program prior to 
1969.  All twelve (12) classes will be conducted at the elementary 
level , 
Location of classes : 
The location of the classes will be attempted to be 
located near the center of the county for convenience of trans­
portation, The sites selected are the target towns used for the 
cluster system, Such a breakdown as to the number of classes 
would be : 
Mattoon/Charleston - 2 classes 
Effingham - 2 classes 
Shelbyville - 2 classes 
Paris - 2 classes 
Villa cf rove - 2 classes 
Casey - 2 classes 
Each classroom will be specifically designed for the 
emotionally disturbed child and will require in most cases an 
architectural designed for that class in order to utilize "time­
out-room" theory. Operant conditioning will be the main 
operational principles of these classes , 
A modified curriculum and the Social Worker Program 
will center around the disturbed child above the age of 10 
years of age , (See JIB.ladjusted Program) 
Timetable : 
The number of classrooms which will be needed is : 
1966-67 1967-68 1968-69 1969-70 
3 3 3 3 
Noncertified Personnel : 
Noncertified personnel will be utilized in all cases in 
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all areas for the emotionally disturbed , This may be done either 
on a contractual basis or on the "volunteer mother" plan. We 
feel it is absolutely essential that these children receive as 
much aid , care , and love as they possibly can absorb , 
We will work with all agencies interested in meeting 
the individual needs of the emotionally disturbed children 1  
namely agencies dealing with mental and physical health , such 
as (1) the individual Mental Health Centers and Zone Centers 
of Mental Health and (2) the Child Guidance Care Clinics such as 
Children & Family Services and the University Guidance Centers 
(3) other cooperating agencies are listed in the Appendix , 
Psychiatric Services : 
A complete psychiatric examination must be conducted 
on each child prior to his entrance into the program for the 
emotionally disturbed , The psychiatric services may be contracted 
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through a private psychiatric clinic , through a private psychiatrist , 
or through Mental Health Agencies , In most cases we will try 
to utilize the psychiatrist of the Mental Health Clinics , 
Other school services such as the services of the school 
psychologist will be utilized to its fullest extent , as each 
child must receive a complete psychological re-evaluation annually . 
The school social worker will be a vital link between the home 
. and school setting , 
TRANSPORTATION 
Special transportation will have to be utilized in most 
cases primarily because the desire is to place all of the special 
classes within the same school framework as to utilize team 
teaching principles and to minimize transportation difficulties 
as much as possible , Each resident district will be responsible 
for its own transportation to and from the special classroom .  
Transportation will be correlated by  the Director of Special 
Education , 
HOUSING 
Number of rooms presently being used - 0 ,  
Number of additional rooms needed for the emotionally 
disturbed program : Presently twelve (12 ) classrooms at the 
elementary level must be utilized for the emotionally disturbed 
program , 
A room survey is now being made to determine available 
classroom space for the emotionally disturbed children .  Housing 
at this time appears to be a most critical detrament to this 
program, It will be difficult to locate twelve (12 ) classrooms 
by 1969 because of the architectural design of the classroom 
to be utilized , All new school programs under construction are 
providing extra classrooms for the handicapped child and in 
particular the emotionally disturbed child , 
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CHAPTER IX 
PHYSICALLY HANDICAPPED 
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total of children in Special &l.ucation District--37 ,250 . 
Number estimated by prevalence rate (with this type 
handicap) - 37 
Number reported in 1966 Census -- 147 
Total number planned for - J7 . 
Clark 26 
Coles 19 
Cumberland 8 
Douglas 14 
F.dgar 45 
Effingham 24 
Shelby 8 
Moultrie J 
Total -- - ----- --- 147 
Note : The reporters have had a misconception of 
the Physically handicapped program , Homebound students have 
been confused with the truely physically handicapped youngsters , 
The homebound program will be explained later , 
PROGRAM 
Number presently being served - 5 ,  
Number still needing services - Jl , 
Level at which there are classes - None . 
Level at which classes are needed : 
Elementary Schools - 1 class 
Junior High - Resource room 
Senior High - l .,.Resource·-room 
Location of classes : Where will the location of classes 
within the Special Education District be . Because of the 
sparsity of the population and geographical layout of the Eastern 
Illinois Area of Special Education--the physically handicapped 
rooms will be located within a centrally located area and in one ' 
of the larger school districts--such as the M3.ttoon and Charleston 
School District.; The Mattoon and Charleston School Districts 
are large enough to offer a diversified curriculum for physically 
handicapped students--it is also centrally located within the 
Eastern Illinois Area. Presently the M3.ttoon School District 
is educating within their school system physically handicapped 
youngsters on an integrated basis .  
Timetable : 69-70 70-71 71-72 
Elementary Schools 1 1 1 
Junior High Resource 1 
Senior High Resource 1 
Noncertified personnel :  A noncertified staff member will 
be employed for each physically handicapped room in order to aid 
the teacher with the child ' s  special needs . 
The Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education physically 
..L V ..L  
Handicapped room will work with various agencies which deal 
with the physical being of the child . A list of these agencies 
are included in the Appendix . 
What therapist will be available for the Physically 
Handicapped class : A complete physical theraphy unit will be 
designed primarily for the physically handicapped youngsters 
within the Eastern Illinois Area of Special Education , The 
physical therapy : unit will be staffed by registered physical 
therapists which will range anywhere from one to two with an 
assistant . The physical therapy unit will be located with the 
Eastern Illinois Area Special Education Administration Staff 
and will act as a supplementary aid to the students in the 
physically handicapped room . The physical therapist ' s  major 
responsibility will be to the physically handicapped youngsters 
in the physically handicapped room . 
The physical therapist ' s  supplementary duties will be 
to consult with parents on how to treat these youngsters at 
home and to aid in various clinics sponsored by the Special 
Education District , The physical therapist will also be 
itinerant is nature as one of his duties will be to visit 
homebound students that are physically handicapped and offer 
treatment to them within the home and to secondly train the 
parents of the child in order that they might also work with 
the student . The physical therapist would also work with any 
student that would be recommended to him by a medical prescription . 
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This would include athletic injuries and the like . 
TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation wi�l be the direct responsibility of 
the sending school districts and in most cases a special type 
of vehicle must be employed for these purposes . A special 
van will be equipped with a lift and special wheelchair arrangements 
will be employed by the Mattoon School District in order to 
transport the physically handicapped youngsters from the 
resource room to any other type of educational facilities within 
the school district ,  Eventually it  may become necessary for 
the Ea.stern Illinois Area of Special Fducation to act as a agency 
for transportation of the youngsters and purchase such vehicles 
that might be needed for these purposes , 
HOUSING 
Number of rooms presently being used - None . 
Number of additional rooms needed - 1 .  
1 .  In the elementary section a classroom must be 
designed for the physically handicapped unit , 
2 .  For the Junior High Resource room, a room of 
adequate physical size on a one-floor layout 
consequently Jefferson Junior.,High.": School in 
Mattoon must be utilized . 
J . A resource room at the Mattoon Senior High School 
must be designated and equipped for the physical 
handicapped student . 
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CHAPTER X 
VISUALLY IMPAIRED 
BLIND 
The blind will be served by a regional plan consisting 
of the Eight Counties within the Eastern Illinois Area of 
Special Education and the ten (10) northern counties adjacent 
to us . The center of this region will probably exist in the 
Urbana or south Urbana area, The blind program will be residential 
in nature and will consist of cottage type arrangements and 
resource rooms within the schools , The regional blind program 
will be similar to the regional deaf program now in existence 
in the Central Illinois Area Program for Blind at Champaign. 
Number of blind children in area - 3 
Clark County 1 
Coles County 1 
Cumberland County 0 
Effingham County 0 
Shelby County 0 
Fil.gar County 0 
Moultrie County 0 
Douglas County 1 
PARTIALLY SIGHTED 
Total number of children in county - 37 , 250 , 
1 .  Number of partially sighted children estimated 
by prevalence rate - 2 
2 .  ��mber reported in 1966 Census -- 45 
3 ,  Total number planned for - 22 
Clark County 12 
Coles County 6 
Cumberland County 2 
Effingham County : 11 
Shelby County 5 
Edgar County 3 
Moultrie County 3 
Douglas County 3 
Note : Teachers have not realized on the Census report 
the legal requirements and visual acuity of the par­
tially sighted student . Consequently, they have reported 
children that have bad eye-sight but are not necessarily 
pa�tially sighted , 
PROGRAM 
Number presently being served - 3 
Number still needing services - 19 
Levels at which there are classes - : o  
Levels at which classes are needed : Five ( 5 )  resource 
rooms are needed to adequately serve the partially sighted 
children within the Ea.stern�Illinois Area , 
Location of classes : All classes for the partially 
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sighted children will be located in a centrally localized area 
in order to expedite transportation , A school district must be 
se]!ec:tea :tfua::t. 1•ouiJ!ct b'e- :i'.ar�S\ &nougf\l ·t9"'o;f-f�f'a 2w1cM l"'aJ14''.1gJN�f.r­
sified curriculum, Such a school district would be either 
the Mattoon or Charleston School District , 
Timetable : 1966-67 
0 
1967-68 
2 
1968-69 
J 
1969-70 
5 
There are presently no plans to use noncertified per­
sonnel within the partially sighted rooms , 
The Ea.stern Illinois Area of Special Education will 
endeavor to work with any agency which is involved with child 
care particularly those agencies involved in the Opthamological 
Associations . A list of these agencies is included in the 
Appendix , 
TRANSPORTATION 
Transportation will be the direct responsibility of the . 
sending district , Transportation will be correlated by the 
Director of Special Education, No child that is partially 
sighted may travel more than one hour · in either direction to ;. 
attend the resource rooms , 
HOUSING 
Number of rooms presently being used - O 
Additional rooms needed - 5 
location of rooms : 
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1 ,  Two classes are needed at the �lementary level,  
2 .  One resource room is needed at the Junior High 
level . 
3 ,  One resource room is needed at the High School 
level , 
Additional rooms to house the resource rooms for the 
partially sighted must be added to the present school facilities ,  
Such rooms will be  of the re3:locatable ·. :j;ype: and·. :1:rilF be: ppe­
cifically geared for the partially sighted child ,  '.Ihese re­
locatable resource rooms will be attached to the regular school 
building , Also a regional center for low-incident areas with 
18 centers planned , 
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CHAPTER XI 
IMPAIRED HEARING 
DEAF 
The Ea.stern Illinois Area of Special Education is in­
volved in an Eighteen County Regional Residential Deaf Program 
composed of Eight Counties within the Ea.stern Illinois Area 
of Special Education and the ten (10 ) adjacent counties to 
the north . The regional Deaf Program will be residential in 
nature utilizing , "The cottage parent ' s  system" will be located 
within the Urbana , Illinois area. These deaf students will 
be integrated into the Champaign and Urbana School System, 
A brief description of this program is included in the Appendix . 
Number of Deaf Students - 21 
Clark 0 
Coles 3 
Cumberland 0 
Effingham 3 
Shelbyville 10* 
Edgar 0 
Moultrie 0 
Douglas 0 
*Not Realistic 
HARD OF HEARING 
Total number of children in Special Education District 
-------- 37 , 250 . 
Number estimated by prevalence rate (for this type 
handicap , ) - 186 
Number reported in 1966 Census - 119 . 
Clark 18 
Coles 24 
Cumberland 18 
Effingham 20 
Shelbyville 13 
Edgar 13 
Moultrie 7 
Douglas 6 
Total number planned for - 186 
PROGRAM 
Number presently being served - 22 
Number still needing service - 164 
Levels at which there are classes - None 
Levels at which classes are needed : We estimate that 
5-10 resource rooms must be developed in a centrally localized 
area in order to serve the impaired hard of hearing child within 
the Ea.stern Illinois Area of Special Education.  
Location of classes : These classes because of the 
sparse population and vast geographical location must be cen­
trally located in a school system large enough to offer , ·  
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diversified type curriculum . Such a school district would be 
that of the Mattoon School District .  It is recommended that 
5-10 resource rooms be set up either in the Charleston or 
Mattoon School Districts , 
Four (4) resource rooms will be located at the Elementary 
level , four (4) resource rooms at the Junior High level and two 
(2) resource rooms at the Senior High level . 
Timetable : The first two classes will be in operation 
in September of 1966-97 .  Classes 4-6 will be in operation in 
1967-68 , classes 8-10 by September of 1969. 
The speech and hearing therapists will be in charge of 
providing education for the not so severe hard of hearing child , 
Use of noncertified personnel : We will attempt to utilize 
noncertified personnel in the Elementary resource rooms for 
impaired hearing children,  
We will , plan to  work with concerned agencies that are 
involved with hard of hearing children--particularly the Univer­
sity Speech and Hearing Clinics , A list of these agencies are 
listed in the Appendix , 
Therapist : Speech therapist will be utilized in all 
cases as aids to diagnosis and treatment , This speech therapist 
will generally work with any hard of hearing child with a decible 
level of 40-50 decibles and up (1964 r . s . o .  Standards ) , A child 
with an-' average 50 decible loss and below (1964 I . S .O .  Standard) 
will generally be augmented into the resource rooms , 
llO 
TRANSPORTATION 
The individual school district will be responsible for 
the hard of hearing child ' s  transportation to and from the 
resource room . 
Travel aid will be coordinated by the Director of Special 
Education , 
HOUSING 
Number of rooms presently being used - 0 
Number of additional rooms needed to be established -
5-10 
It will be necessary in most cases to develop relocatable 
classrooms as resource rooms for the hard of hearing children ,  
It is hoped that these relocatable rooms to  be used as resource 
rooms may be established in the Mlttoon and Charleston School 
Districts by September 1 ,  1969. 
In the Deaf Program there is one preschool class 
located at Mattoon ,  
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CHAPTER XII 
MULTIPLY HANDICAPPED 
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total number of children in Special Education District 
------- 37 , 250 . 
Number estimated by prevalence rate - 16 
Number reported in 1966 Census - 75 
Clark 8 
Coles 12 
Cumberland J 
Effingham 5 
Shelbyville 2 
Edgar 10 - J at Paris #95 
Moultrie JO 
Douglas 5 
Note : The heavy Census figure is probably due to the 
misunderstanding of the Multiply Handicapped 
Catagory . 
Total number planned for - 16 
PROGRAM 
Number presently being served - 5 
Number still needing service - 11 
Levels at which there are classes -
1 .  One class is now in existence at the Elementary 
level . 
Levels at which classes are needed : Two (2) additional 
resource rooms are needed ; one (1)  at .-the upper elementary 
level or Junior High and one (1) at the Senior High leve1 . 
The greatest emphasis on classroom development will be at , 
the elementary and junior high level as it is here that the 
basic learning processes must be developed and the greatest need 
for individual therapy to the child is needed . After having 
adequate treatment at the Elementary level , it is determined 
that these children would best then operate in a category 
which is contiguous with their major handicap and be implemented 
into that program , 
Location of classes within the Special Education District :  
Presently a class for the multiply handicapped is located at 
Paris ,  Illinois which is on the far northeastern side of the 
program area , A second program which is a modified multiply 
handicapped program and is located in New Hope SchooL; .. : M3.ttoon, 
Illinois , The New Hope School of M3.ttoon will be phased out 
at the end of the school year and be specifically geared for 
the trainable mentally handicapped child , We assume that an 
adequate multiply handicapped class should be located toward 
transportation conveniences in a centrally localized areas 
which would be somewhere in Coles County , However, the multiply 
handicapped at Paris will remain at its present location,  
Timetable : Junior High and Senior High School resource 
room will be adopted as soon as possible primarily before 
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September 1 ,  1969, The Paris Elementary School will remain in 
existence and one (1) additional classroom will be developed 
by July 1 ,  1969 at the Elementary level . 
Noncertified personnel : Noncertified personnel will be 
used in all cases within the classrooms and resource rooms for 
the multiply handicapped child , It is felt that the noncertified 
personnel will :play a major role in the functioning of the 
educational process of this child , 
All agencies involved with the physical and mental and 
educational welfare of the multiply handicapped child will be 
utilized at all times , These agencies will be correlated by 
the Director of Special El:l.ucation within the Eastern Illinois 
Area of Special Education, A list of these agencies are located 
in the Appendix of this program , 
What therapist will be utilized : Speech and language 
therapist will be utilized in all instances for not only speech 
and language therapy but hearing , screening and rehabilitation, 
The physical therapist from the physical therapy unit will be 
utilized in all cases to aid the physically impaired child and 
to work with the parents on furthering the child ' s  rehabilitation , 
The occupational therapist to be contracted and the vocational 
counselors will be contacted in these cases in order to help 
the child develop a program for gainful employment , 
TRANSPORTATION 
The individual sending school district will be responsible 
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for transportation to and from the resource rooms and classes 
for the physically handicapped child . Transportation aids will 
be correlated by the Director of Special Education . 
HOUSING 
Number of rooms presently being used - 1 
The number of additional rooms needed - 2 
Timetable : The second elementary room and junior high 
resource room will be developed by September 1 ,  1969. 
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CHAPTER XIII 
SPEECH CORRECTIO N  
TOTAL NUMBER 
Total number of children in Spec ial Education Distric t  
----------- 37 , 250 . 
Number estimated by prevalenc e  rate (for this type 
handicap ) - 2 , 607 . 
Note : The pre valenc e  rate perce ntage used for these 
figure s is 7'{d1;:of the school p opulation as 
opposed to the rec o mmended 5%. 7% oftlt1he 
school population was the figure used in 1957· 
White House Conferenc e on handicapped -,. youth 
-- it is felt that this figure- is more real� 
istic than 5%. 
Number reported in 1966 Census - 1 ,478 
Clark 156 
Coles 205 
Cumberland 134 
Effingham 206 
Shelby 210 
Edgar �-J.58 
Moultrie 130 
Douglas 279 
Total number p lanned for - 2 0 607 . 
PROGRAM 
Number prese ntly being served - 2 , )40 .  
Number still needing servic� - 260 . 
Level at which there are c las se s : Speech Services are 
at all levels withi n the Fa.stern Illi noi s  Area of Spec ial 
Fducatio n .  Limited service is offered however , i n  a few of 
the districts as the therapist does not have the available 
time to see students at the high school leve� . 
Levels at which therapists are needed : Five (5 ) addi­
tional speech therapists are needed within the Fa.stern Illinois 
Area of Spec ial F.ducation . 
Location of servic e : Note map for the location of the 
speech therapist services . 
Timetable : Five (5 ) additional speech therapists will 
be employed as soon as possible to aid the school districts 
now not being serviced by a trai ned speech c orrectionist .  
No no nc ertified personnel will be used i n  the speech 
coil'llrection program . 
Speech therapists will work with all o ther agenc ies 
which will provide services for speech impaired childre n .  A 
soliciting of the se agenc i e s  appear in the Appe ndix . 
TJMNSPORTATION 
Transportation will not be provided except for diagnostic 
puV,poses at Univers ity Clinics and Diagnostic Centers located 
within the Fastern Illinois Area of Spec ial F.ducation . 
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Transportation would the n be the responsibility of the 
sending distric t .  
HOUS ING 
Number of rooms presently being used - Twe nty-six (26 ) 
therap ist rooms are now being utili zed in the area and it is 
estimated that five (5 ) more dis tricts will have to offer rooms 
within the ir i ndividual schools for speech c orrection service s . 
JOB DESCRIPTION 
Because of the i ncreas i ng number of E . M . H . stude nts and 
because of the freque ncy of speech problems of those stude nts p 
the speech c orrectionist find himself devoting more and more 
time to them . Some c lassroom teachers must work without the 
help of a speech therapist . The suggestions offered here are 
based on teaching speech improveme nt to an e ntire E . M . H . c las s -
room . 
Primary Level : The speech c orrection program offered 
to the primary Educable Mentally Handicapped childre n e �compas ses 
three basic areas : speech stimulation and language buildi ng 9 
discriminatio n  of s ounds 0 and c orrection work on error s ounds . 
Speech stimulation--As many of thes e  c hildre n are willing 
to remain silent or to use their own jargon for c ommunicative 
situations , directed effort must be made to give them a need to 
speak . Books which are extremely simple and have universal appeal 
may be used for this purpose . Golden " shap e "  books are espec ially 
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good . These books pre s e nt picture subjects such as hats 9 dogs w  
cats , cowboys p e tc 0 After thes e  p ic tures are shown � the therapist 
e ncourages each child to relate his own experiences from thes e  
pictures . The number and variety of speech stimulation activities 
are limited o nly by the imagination and ingenuity of the teacher . 
Dis crimination- -Discrimination prac tice between s ounds 
is an essential aspect of any c orrective work . This aspect is 
especially important with E . M . H . childre n .  The child mus t  learn 
(1 ) to see and/or hear the differe nce betwe e n  sounds as the ther­
apist makes the m ,  (2 ) to hear his own i nc orrect produc tion and 
(3 ) to discrimi nate betwee n  the c orrect and incorrec t  as he pro ­
duces them . Until this is learned attempts ma.de by peer students 
and teachers to remind the child to use his correct s ound will 
probably be i n  vai n .  
Discrimination work should give the child not only an 
auditory cue for the sound but also kinesthetic and proprioceptive 
cues as well . 
Many times the therapist mus t begin discriminatio n  work 
well below the speech leve l . " Same " and 11differe nt " c o ncepts 
must be handled by the stude nts until they show understanding 
of the concept . This type of traini ng can be do ne with various 
colored toothp icks , paper figure s , and pic ture cards . During 
this period the therapist and the children discuss how objects 
are alike or. different . The therapist may lead the chi ldre n 
to see differences betwee n  words . 
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Now discrimi nation work can begi n o n  the s ound leve l s 
Here the therapist can produce sets of two sounds . '!he childre n 
listen for differences between the two sounds . Sounds that are 
vis ible whe n produced are good o ne s  to begin with so that the 
children can not only hear but see a difference between the sounds . 
The /s/ and /th/ , /f/ and /th/ , /p/ and /s/ , /b/ and /z/ are 
examples of s tarti ng sounds o ne might use i n  beginni ng sound 
discrimination prac tice . An example of a beginni ng activity the 
children e njoy is a " thumbs up '° exerc ise for spec ific /f/ for 
/th/ type of work . If' the teacher says �·fumbs up " the direc tion 
i s  to be ignored . Anyone who fails to make the c orre c t  discrim­
i nation is " out 11 or loses a turn . Different variati o ns may be 
made in the type of direction (" thumbs out " ) and later childre n 
can be l eaders . At thi s  p o i nt the childre n will be maki ng the 
sound c orrec tly if the y are to be leaders . Discrimi nation work 
is conti nuing throughout speech work with childre n .  
C orrection o f  error sounds - -Actually , c orrection of error 
sounds began with discrimination between the c orrect sound the 
error sound being made by the childre n .  All childre n  need to 
be able to hear a difference i n  the c orrect sound and the error 
sound before they can produce a differe nce between the sounds . 
When working o n  c orrection of a sound the group of E . M . H .  children 
should b e  small- -one or two being ideal . 'Ihe group for dis­
crimination work c ould be larger- -from o ne t o  perhaps a whole 
class . 
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If a sound being c orrected is vis ible , the mirror can 
'1 
be helpful to the chi ld i n  discriminat� ng his produc tion of a 
sound . For example the child can b oth see and hear his production 
of the /th/ . Drill on /th/ words may take many forms . The 
therapis'ti:, may draw various ob jects on the blackboard that have 
a /th/ s ound . A scrapb ook may be made of /th/ words . The 
J 
children may want to cut picture s  from magazines that have the ir 
sound . The therap i s t  may use a fil l -i n-the -blank type of drill 
by saying , "When we have rain ,  we have lightning and ------- · "  
These above types of drills not only give the children prac tice 
on a spec ific sound but make them aware of new vocabulary words 
which have their s ound . Rewards for a ngood j ob "  during the 
session can -rei nforc e good behavior as well as good speech work . 
Intermediate Level : Speech stimulation topics used with 
the two i ntermediate levels are : c lassroom top ic s , school eve nts , 
eg . the fal l  festival and the p oster c o ntest , and current 
holidays . A Hallowee n  theme may be i ntroduc ed , with a pic ture 
of children " trick or treati ng . "  ihe n  all of the childre n i n  
i n  the group are aware of the topic for discus s io n ,  each child 
is asked to relate the most fun he has ever : had dre s s i ng up 
for Halloween . Giant Everyday Pic tures by Instructo are also 
used to stimulate conversation . Thes e  pictures inc lude farm 
animals ,  places we visit , and ,community helpers . Thes e  same 
topics are used to have the group work together in te lling 
a story . 
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For example a picture may show a child i n  a de ntist chair . 
The correctionist may start to tell a story about a child who 
had a cavity and made an appo intment to see the denti s t • The 
\ 
group then must think of things which happe ned to the child . 
If some of the children i n  the group have been havi ng i ndividual 
therapy and are aware of their speech problem and able to use 
his sound in E:i'Onversational speech , the c orrec tionist may make 
the c lassroom teacher aware of the child ' s ability s o  that she 
may insist that the child use his corre c ted sound in the c las s -
room . 
Individual speech correction--Sound discrimi nation
' is 
;. 
stressed . Drills are presented i n  which the i ndividual is 
asked to judge whether words are alike or differe nt •
, 
Lists 
of words which c o ntain the error sound and pictures of ob jects 
containing the error s ound are presented for drill . The childre n ' s  
s e ntences are also corrected and omitted prepositions and c orrect 
verb forms i nclude
.
d for the child t o  repeat . Simple progre ss 
games , i n  which the child may move a space for a correc t  sound 
may be used to motivate the child to make the c orrec t  respons e . 
Junior High Leve l : Speech s timulation t op ic s  used with 
this group can be much the same as with the intermediate level 
but can i nc lude more complex ideas . The importance of learni ng 
to speak well is emphas ized . Curre nt e ve nts from the newspaper , 
conduc ting j ob i nterviews , current clothi ng and hair style s , and 
ab�icl:a.ys and their history may be i ncluded . At thi s age level 
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the speech time brings a refreshing break in which they are 
responsible o nly for their spe ech . All of the students in the 
room become aware that o thers in the room also have speech 
sounds which they can c orrect and bec ome reminders for each 
other . 
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CHAPTER XIV ' 
APPLICATIO N 
OFFICE OF SUPERI NTENDENT OF PUBLIC I NSTRUC TIO N 
DIVISION OF SPEC IAL EDUCATIO N 
FOR THE 
IMPLEMENTATION OF A PROGRAM FOR THE TYPE A MALADJUSTED 
The program was des igned for Type A M3.ladjusted child 
"soc ial problems . "  
Pre -planning was made through the Eas tern Illinois 
.A:rea of Spe c ial Elducati o n  Master Plan - Coles C ounty and 
school admi nistration . 
Legal Liaison were e s tablished through the Eastern 
Illino i s  Area of Spec ial Elducation . 
Spe c ial c lasses are those c las s e s  designated as a Resource 
Ro om with i ndividuali zed tutorial programs . Departme ntalizati on 
-tutorial c o nc ept· '.Were utili zed i n  all cases . Approximately 
three to four rooms were utilized for this project .  
All stude nts falling under thi s p lan are part-time i n  
regular c lass and part-time i n  sp ec ial c lass . Time allotment 
per s tude nt will be determined by the needs of that individual 
stude nt . 
Eligibility for the program were determined by case 
study and review by professional pers o nne l in a staff c o nfere nc e . 
Professional shall inciude the spec ial c lass teacher , a qualified 
psychological examiner , Direc tor of Spec ial Elducation , Scho o l  
Guidanc e C ounselor , Buildi ng Principal , and o ther professional 
persons that were de signated by the Superi nte ndent of the Scho o l . 
The rule s  were abided by in all cas e s  regardi ng appropriate 
medical exami nations , p s ychiatric c o nsul t:imi01;i.s·, ·anlfr.· pepll:mb "of 
all exami nati o ns and c o nsultations . 
An eligible s tude nt may be p lac ed in the spec ial program 
at the di scretion of the Director of Spec ial Fducation Sand an­
other admi nistrator des ignated by the superi ntende nt . 
Con<tip.iled . p.la<l! efue.ndr. in a spec ial Program shall be c o ntin':' · ·  ' 
gaeilt · . :!lpo.n�a" :cruht:Lnu:t.ng · . ..,emljJ.n::iatJbon n6'f _J]!J'D�:gress od>f tthe c :sttide.Jllt �::·by 
the profe s s i o nal pers o nne l s o  de signated . 
In no case may a child be c o ntinued under this Artic le 
for more than two years wi thout a ful l  review and s taff c o nfere nc e 
utilizing current diagno stic reports . 
The maximum c lass s i z e  for the above students i n  this 
pro j e c t  shall be in c o njunc t i o n  with the State Rules and regu­
lations --no more than twe nty in a c lass and not to exceed four 
years in age range • 
. Tktec Dfureo:.Eo± of Spec ial Educatio n  in c o njunction with the 
County Superi ntendent of Schools and the Admi nis trator in c harge 
of the local school district shall abide by both rules and 
regulations c o nc erni ng physical fac ilities and spec ial e quip ­
me nt . The spe c ial c lass teacher shall use by rules c o ncerni ng 
proper curriculum and proper keepi ng of rec ords for each child . 
Direct supervis i o n  shall be the respons ibility of the 
Pro ject Dire c tor , Direc tor of Sp ec ial F.duc�tion and local scho o l  
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administrators . Such sup ervis i o n  shall i nc lude ide ntificati o n , 
diagnostic proc e s s e s  i ns truc tional program , evaluation of pro ­
gress and pare nt c ounseling . Such c o nsultati o n  shall be o n  a 
regular bas i s  betwe e n  the teacher and all profe s s i o nal people 
so designated that are i nvolved . 
Ji'he:. speciaJ:· tea .. cher of <:!hildren under the above pro ject 
shall have (a ) A valid Illino i s  Teacher 0 s  Certificate and (b ) 
Approval from the Divi s i o n  of Spec ial Educa'tion i n  the Offic e 
of Sup erinte ndent of Public Instructio n . 
KNOW AND CARE CENTER 
Purpos e . The purp o s e  of this pro j e c t  was to propo s e  and 
impleme nt a " Know and Care " C e nter for s o c ially maladjusted 
stude nts i n  the area . 
Scope . This pro j e c t  was c o ncerned with students who were 
achieving on an average of 1 . 5 to 2 . 0  grade s below average 
plac eme nt on the Metropolitan Achievement Te st Form AM . The 
pro ject was c o nstruc ted by two teachers--one in sc i e nc e  �nd 
mathematics and the other in soc ial s tudie s  and language arts , 
using the departmentali zed syste m .  Th e  guidanc e c ounselor was 
re spo ns ible for c ounseling and direction of the pro j ec t . 
HyPo the s i s . The hypothe s i s  was that by instituting a 
"Know and Care C e nter" c o nc ep t  by revamp i ng the pre s e nt edu ­
catio nal milieu--providing a tutorial ski ll program for Type 
A maladjusted students that a substantial p rogre ss in achieveme nt 
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and social interacti o n  can be demonstrated . 
NEED FOR THE KNOW A ND  CARE CENTER 
· . . . At· the pre s e nt time remedial students have been stylized 
by the ir p eers and teachers as not being on an i ntellec tual 
e qual with other c las ses . The s o c ial and emotional c o nseque nc e s  
o f  this problem ; are e nough to offer grave c o nc ern . 
We hope that by c o nduc ting a rigorous and me thodical ap­
proach to all facets of the tutorial program- -as outlined in 
the method and treatme nt section of thi s prospec tus - -many of the 
remedial students will make rapid advanc ement in ach ievement . 
We are further not c o nc erned with e mulating other programs 
which swi ng on the educatio nal p e ndulum fro m  int�ns ive pedagogy 
,to tl::le! lais s e z -faire approach . What we are i ntere sted in is 
providing as much intens ive care to spe c ific learni ng problems 
of s tude nts as effi c i e ntly and as quickly as possible . We are 
not i nterested in becoming a holding c o mpany for the se students , 
but are i ntere s t�d i n  getting them back into their c o ntemporary 
educati o nal milieu , s o  that they may be able to compete on an 
equal basi s  with ;.their p eers . 
The need for thi s  has many salient aspects which go beyo nd 
that of sheer school work , and we shall c ons ider thes e  soc ial 
and e moti o nal ramificat i o ns more fully in the me:thods. and . 
treatment of this pro spe c tus give n over to c ounse l i ng of the 
remedial student . 
METHOD . 
U'/ 
General Methods of Institutio n  of the Project . 
It i s our feeling that self-c o nc ept of the student i s  
probably o ne of the most vital parts to making the study go . 
It is , therefore , of greatest imp0rtance that no stigma of re -
medialism be attached to thi s  c lass . 'Ibis means that the most 
minute details be changed so as to remove the cm.es: of remed -
ialism . 
1 .  Use of c ouns e l i ng in the inte nsive care section shall be 
a§ bluepri nt of the non-achievement syndrome used by Roth and 
Meyersburg (1963 ) . 
We shall assume these c o nstructs : 
a .  'Ihe stude nt u s  poor achievement does not arise from an 
incapac ity to achieve . 
b .  Poor achievement is an expre s s i o n  of the s tude nt 0 s 
choice . 
c .  'Ihe student e s  cho ice for poor achieveme nt operates in 
the preparation he makes for achievement . 
d .  Poor achievement is a func tion of the preparatio n  for 
achievement which a s tude nt make s . 
e .  Poor academic skills are re lated to poor achieve me nt and 
are an outgrowth of previous choice for poor achieveme nt . 
f .  'Ihe choice for poor achieveme nt may be expressed as 
over-all limited achieveme nt or as achievement in 
deviate channels . ( In over=al l limited achieve ment 
the s tude nt 6 s e nergie s  seem to be direc ted against 
experienc i ng and toward the mai nte nanc e of the s tatus 
quo . ) 
g . 'Ihe patterns of choice for poor achievement are e nduri ng 
and do not undergo spo ntaneous change . 
h .  Achievement patterns , like o ther e nduring behavior 
patterns , can b e  c o nsidered to be related to "perso nality 
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organi zation . "  
i .  The c ounseling relationship can serve as the imp e tus 
to c hange achieveme nt patterns . 
There are three mai n  patho logical proc esses which are assumed . 
a .  In order for the child to mai ntain some kind of ide ntity 
with the parent he must learn to see himself as a fai lure . 
b .  Op ini o n  of o thers c ome s to occup y  a position of greater 
importance than his own , and the development 'of a set 
of values for himself is arrested . 
c .  Unsatisfied longing for approval makes the child par­
ticularly susc eptible to the cul tura:r.: af)prova1' gtvenl ' 
the unscholarly and he derives important gratification 
from ac c eptance accorded hi s peers . 
Psychodynamic s  of the Underachiever 
There is a lack of self-boundaries which is expressed in 
an appare nt i nability to acc ep t  or re ject other ' s  evaluations . 
Whatever i s  heard i s  sponged up . Underachievers ha�e little 
value system of their own . Whe n  feelings well up they become 
unc ontrollable and impuls ive . The impulsive expre ssion of 
hostility is direc ted i nward and rarely permitted outward 
expre ssion . The e ntire picture i s  that e nc ountered i n  depre s -
sive disorders . 
Counseling techniques for the underachiever . 
a .  The student is asked to express his c omplai nts as 
c ompletely as he is able . 
b .  The use of symp tomatic expression " I  freeze up on 
exams " of a personality difficulty i s  to be avoided 
and attentio n  is direc ted to the ways in which he 
prepares to achie ve . 
c .  When suffic ie nt examples are secured p the c ounselor 
d .  
interprets deficits i n  preparation i n  terms of their 
value in predicting failure . 
These errors in  preparation seem to be intentional 
· . · ' though nok c6nscious . Inference then that the student 
is seeking or choosing failure . 
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e .  If the c lient wishes to change , the counselor can 
indicate the areas and directions of change . ,(Counselor 
helps the client stop self-disparagement ) 6  
f .  
g . 
h .  
i .  
j . 
k .  
1 .  
The effect of self-disparagement o n  studies i s  the 
focus of all early sessions . 
In time self-disparagement is seen in other areas 
also (family , peers , depression) . 
The amount of help the counselor gives is from near 
total to none from those'")who are able to formulate 
their own hypothesis . (Hopefully everyone reaches 
the latter point ) . 
· 
The counselor should view thi s  hypothesis testing as 
trial and error . (Rejection may be interpreted as 
evidenc e  of the underachiever 9 s  own failure and use 
it for further disparagement ) . 
Successful methods are used for establishing success 
in o ther areas besides study . 
As these changes occur , · the student is able to under­
stand his own actions in terms of his new perception 
of himself and his altered self-image which imposes 
changes in  the view of him by his peers . 
The underachiever v s relationship with his parents 
must change . The underachiever seems to covertly 
battle with parents for acceptance over long periods 
of time . 
m .  The underachiever gives the impression that h e  or­
iginally sought to get whatever attention he c ould by 
self-devaluation and self-punitive measures in front 
of his parents , which is the final change which must 
be made to re-vitalize this self-concept . 
2 .  Implementation of the counseling program shall be threefold . 
a .  First , there will be weekly group guidance sessions 
i nvolvi ng the e ntire sec ti o n . . Material and discus s i o n  
will c e nter o n  t h e  booklet , "You Can Get Be tter Grade s 0  
(�as o n , 1961)  and the c o mplete mo tivational s e quenc e of 
s o c ial , emotional , and educational adjustme nt films trips · 
of Guidance Associate s . 
b ,  Second , there wi ll be four-fi ve group therapy sec tions 
' i nvolving five students each from the i ntensive care 
s e c t i o n  each week with the c ounselor . These �ec tions 
will work on self-conc ep t  u nder the Roth and ��yers ­
burg Plan . A follow-up of i ndividual c ounseling will 
be c o nduc ted in the spring quarter . 
c .  Monthly s taffings o n  each student will b e  held by 
teachers i nvolved so that c onstant evaluation and 
re -evaluatio� may be undertaken .  
Method of implementati o n  of the s c i e nc e  and mathematic s program 
for the intensive care sec tio n . 
t� 
A .  The development and organization of the s e  c ourses is 
des:i,gned to provide ade quate background knowledge i n  scie nc e  
and mathematic s which wil l  e nable thes e  stude nts to b e s t  fulfill 
their needs as future produc tive c itizens in a rapidly c;l-evelop1. ng 
and cha�ing world . " 
The sc ienc e  curriculum will be e s tabli shed around three 
lab p eriods a week ; Mor:iday , Wedne sday , and Friday ; with an 
emphasi s on i ndividual experimentation using the scientific 
method . The s e ve nth grade curriculum will c onsi s t  of five 
units . These units b e i ng (1 ) Introduc tio n ;  (2 ) Astro nomy ; (3 ) 
I"ieterology ; (4) Geology and (5) Biology . Varyi ng amounts of 
time wi ll be spent o n  each uni t depend i ng upo n  the amount of 
material c overed from eac h . The eighth grade c ourse . will be 
built around a pre -established curriculum outl i ne , c overing 
material in the physical scienc e s � ·  
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Each lab period will be spe nt i n  individual experime ntat ion 
and fun quiry . The s tude nts thems e lve s will bec ome personally 
i nvolved in the pro�lems and problem solving me thods of s c i e nc e . 
laboratory e quipment and audio -vi sual e quipme nt will be 
used to supp leme nt and impleme nt the stude nt 0 s  efforts to better 
unders tand sc ienc e . Each stude nt will rec e ive i nd ividual pro je c ts 
tailored to his own i ntere st and i nte llige nc e leve l . Success 
will be a very important part of thi s  sc i e nc e  curriculum and 
success will be i nsured through this spec ial c las s . 
Two days a week , Tuesday and Thursday , will be sp e nt i n 
discuss i ng the material covered i n  the laboratory periods � 
prepari ng for future lab c las s e s  and testing . 
l 
B .  The goals for the c lass will b e  as follows : 
(1)  t o  deve lop skills i n  the u s e  of laboratory or 
s c i e nc e  equipment , 
(2 ) to develop i n  the s tude nts an · understanding i n  
sc ience c o nc epts through "first hand " experienc e  
b y  havi ng stude nts d o  i nvestigati o ns the ms e lve s , 
(3 ) to have the s tude nts devise the problems they 
wish to i nve stigate and have them learn by i n ­
quiry i nto the s e  areas , 
(4) to develop the skills needed for i nvestigation 
with a sc i e ntific mefuh0dih.D!�gy 9 
(5 ) to develop the ability to expre s s  pers o nal ideas . 
C .  The mathematic s  curricul,um will b e  developed around the 
basic ob jec tive in mathematics to make certain that mathematical 
knowledge func tions in the ac tiviti e s  of children and adults 
both in and out of schoo l . Today the emphasis i s  being plac ed 
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on help i ng stude nts to unders tand the structure of the number 
system .and how the number s ystem operate s ,  along with the de­
velopment of an appre c iat ion of the role of mathematic s i n  a 
time of rap id soc ial change and s c i e ntific progress . The s e  
points w i l l  be emphasized , but the emphasis w i l l  also be p laced 
on the deve l opme nt of skill i n  number operations with whole 
numbers , frac tions , dec imals , and per c e nts a nd the ability to 
solve prob lems dealing with soc ial app lications of numbers . 
1 .  The seve nth grade c ourse outline wi l l  i nc lude : 
a .  Continued growth i n  develop i ng number skills . 
b .  Prop erties of non- negative i ntegers 
c .  Per c ent with applicatio n  
d .  Areas and volumes of geome tric forms 
e .  Ratios and Proporti o ns 
f .  Eleme ntary bus i ne s s  pract i c e s  
g . Readi ng and c o ns tructing graphs 
h .  Development and use of formulas 
2 .  The eighth grade c ourse outline will i nc lude : 
a .  Mai ntaining skills in fundamental operatio ns 
b .  Application of per c e nt 
c . Use of frac tions and decimals 
d .  Simple formulas and equations 
e .  Study of i nsuranc e , banki ng , and taxe s 
f .  Metric and no n-metric geometry 
g . Polynomial s 
l)j 
h .  Powers and roots 
i .  Equaliti e s  and inequalities 
j . Graphs 
k .  Fac toring and produc ts 
1 .  Sets and simple s e ntenc e s  
m .  Numerator systems 
n . Probab ility s tatistics 
In both seventh and eighth grade c las s e s  emphas i s  will 
be p lac ed on the meaning and understanding of the s truc ture of 
mathematics and the relationship i n  thi nki ng and uti lizing 
mathematical proc edures i n  the affairs of daily life and in all 
curriculum areas . Provisi ons for the great range of abi lity 
i n the c lasses will be available to best sati sfy the needs , 
i ntere s ts , and abilities of each i ndividual s tude nt in the c las s . 
Learning will be achieved through di scovery by allowi ng each 
stude nt to work at his own rate to mee t  i ndividual goals . The 
over-all emphasi s  will b e  p laced o n  broadening the sc op e  o f  the 
sub j e c t  matter and s tre ngthe ni ng the mathematical foundation 
i n  an effort to prepare each s tude nt for future c ourse work 
at higher academic leve l s . 
DEVELOPMENTAL READI NG PROGRAM 
Nature of the C las s . The i ntens i ve Care Reading Class will 
mee t  for two hours and forty mi nute s each day for readi ng in­
s truc t i o n . A forty-five minute s tudy period will be provided 
at the e nd of the c lass e s . The time will be spe nt i n  a series 
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of activities :  (1 ) self-directed study ; (2 ) group learning 
situations ; and (3) integrated class sessions . 
Duration of the particular ac tivity on a daily basis will 
depend upon continuity desired , attention span , and spec ific 
objectives . Duration of the particular remedial situation 
will depend upo n  the nature and intensity of the treatment and 
the attainment of desired goals . 
Methods . Methods employed will be based upon individual 
needs . Methods are not to be confused with the techniques 
needed to efficiently manipulate machinery , skill kits , and 
film slides . Realizing the methods which motivate or aid one 
student might fail with another , evaluatio n  and adjustment 
will be a necessity . Methods will take into account each stu­
dent ' s psychological and environmental backgrounds . To aid 
in obtaining background information , an experience inventory 
similar to the Witty and Kopel Inventory will be indirectly 
administered . 
1 .  Testing : Prior to initiating the reading phase 
of the Intensive Care Program ,  all students will be given 
the Gates Reading Survey-Form 2 and the Gray Oral Reading -' 
fest-Form A .  These tests are mor� specific i n  loc�ting de ­
ficiencies than the Metropolitan Achievement Test-Form AM; 
thus , the instructor will be provided with a thorough diag­
nosis of ��insic reading difficulties . 
2 .  Broad Scope : Teacher-ce ntered work , student self-
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dire c ti o n , i ntere s t  group i ng ,  achieveme nt level grouping , and 
skil l  group i ng will be emp l o yed at vari ous time s . IDifferent 
needs will require the s e  settings i n  whatever manner that 
promotes a progre s sive atmosphere . 
J .  Equipme nt : It wi ll be nec e s sary to have on hand 
certai n teaching tools so that c orrective units can be organi zed 
'with full utilizattfu6n�of: th�m · i m�mind·.;> . , · Equtp:me:ht such as tach-
isto s c op e s � listeni ng labs , tape recorders , rate machine s , pho nic s  
games ,  basal readers , and a comprehens ive library with wide 
intere s t  and reading leve ls are but some of the items that a 
diversified therapeutic program should e mploy . 
Qg jective s . The primary ob jective i s  to advanc e  the 
s tude nt ' s  reading ab ility range from 1 . 5 years of achieveme nt 
below his me ntal age to at least his expec ted reading age for 
hi s  me ntal age . 
Sec o ndary ob j e c tive s mus t  be i ndividuali zed for the vari ous 
areas requiring treatment . Ob j e c tives would cons equently be 
based upo n  i ndividual needs and potential . 
Impleme ntati on of the Reading Program . After admi ni s teri ng 
nece s sary diagno stic tests , o ne must first i nterpret the results 
with the following questions i n  mind : 
a<�. . Wlia t areas of weaknes s  are c o mmon to the ma j ority 
of the c lass? Do the se areas l e nd well to s erving 
as a c ore for teacher-dire cted learni ng s i tuations? 
b .  What weak areas are common to small group s of 
s tude nts ? Are c o mprehens i o n  leve l s  s imilar e nough 
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that the s e  students c ould effec tive l y  work i n  
group s ituations ?  
c .  What areas will re quire significant s e lf-direc ted 
study? 
d .  How can e quipment be di spersed to meet the ne eds 
of all students ? 
e .  How can c lasstime be adjusted for group , individual , 
and c lass -c e ntered work? 
Diagno sis might re veal that the c lass i s  basically weak 
in word attack skill s . 'Ibis weakne s s  wi ll bec ome the bas is / 
for teacher-c entered learni ng and stude nt self-directions . 
Certain word attack skills wi l l  be taught to the entire c lass 
each day us i ng a phonic ' s  skilltext at individual reading leve ls . 
After each c o ntrolled learni ng s ituat i o n , the students will be 
allowed to proceed at their own rate s  through a series of lessons 
and quizzes programmed for i mmediate re inforc e me nt . Students 
check and correct the ir own work . As time progre s s e s , the 
teacher will spe nd less time with the e nt ire c lass and more 
time providing i ndividuals with spe c iali zed help . 
Further diagno sis reveals that f'ive students with re lat ively 
similar comprehe nsi o n  leve l s  have fai led to master the techniques 
ne eded to read in phrase units or throughout uni ts . Oral reading 
reveals c lustering of words i n  meaningle s s  unit s . 
'These stude nts will be grouped with the following ob j e c tive s  
in mind : 
a .  To i ncrease rate and c o mprehension at a rate 1 . 5 the 
normal growth . 
1J7 
b .  To deve lop phrase or thought uni t reading skills s o  
they will b e  retai ned and used whe n  this unit i s  
terminated . 
c .  To develop a p o s i tive attitude toward readi ng by 
making students aware of all progress . 
The s tude nt s  would be give n j o i nt readi ng ass ignments from 
a basal reading text . They would use SRA rate machine s  to forc e  
them to read beyond the ir normal rate s and to prevent repeating 
words . Workbooks of c orre sponding comprehension levels would 
be used with the texts . Suppleme ntary sheets requiri ng spec ific 
details answered i n  thought units should b e  admi nistered . 
Exaggerati o n  of pause s  betwe e n  units would be de mons trated on 
tapes and s tude nts would: reco!l1rl ; pags�ges ,m.aking- :s±.riliZi.ar 'pauses . 
Spec ific care would be take n to s e e  that all new words 
are i ntroduced in a c o ntext . Unit check-up s would use multiple 
· choice que s t i o ns i n  which phrases and thought units are offered 
as p o s s ible answers . 
Tachi stoscop e s  would be us ed peri odically to rap idly exp o s e  
meaningful word c lusters . The ob j e c tive would be to teach phrase 
rec ognition i nvolvi ng o nly o ne �ye movement . 
Time i nvolveme nt would be lengthy , but provi s i o ns would 
be made for a re laxed atmosphere and suffic i e nt group i nterac t i o n  
to prevent loss of attention and boredom . 
The bas i s  for a basal text is that it allows for a c o mmon 
b o nd b e tween c lass members . A c lass c ould be united using the 
text as a focal p o i nt for a teacher-c e ntered learning situat i o n . 
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Suf'ficli:ent ' bboks: shouilid : he . a.vailable at varying compre -
hension levels to supplement basal reading and for use in free 
time . These books could also be used for interest groups and 
for satisfying a variety of reading tastes . 
Vocabulary and spelling would not be ignored with this 
group , but considered in a secondary status in view of the 
group 0 s  fundamental reading difficultie s . Any new word growth 
would involve rei nforcement through repetition and variety in 
usage . These areas can also be provided for in self-directed 
studies as initiated by the teacher . 
PROPOSED STAFF 
A .  Administration 
1 .  Pro ject  Director 
2 .  Director of Special Education/Building Princ ipal 
B .  Instruction 
1 .  Group Counselor 
2 .  School Psychologist 
J .  Remedial Reading Instructor 
4 .  Remedial Mathematic s Instructor 
5 .  Remedial Science Instruc tor 
6 .  Remedial Physical Education Instruc tor 
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CHAPTER XV 
SUMMER PROGRAM 
CHILDREN WITH · A  MULTIPLE HANDICAP 
Objectives  of  Program . '!he primary ob jective of this pro -
ject was to provide an educational--recreational summer program 
for Multi ply Handicapped chi ldre n .  '!here was n o  such program :,: 
available in the area . '!he proposed project provided educational 
instruction in such areas as reading , arithmetic and language 
improvement . Recr,eational activities were centered around 
such activities as music , arts and crafts ,  field trips and 
fishing trips . '!he four week program was concluded with a 
two-day , one -night trip to East Bay Camp near Bloomington ,  
Illinois . '!hi s  project also provided an opportunity for the 
school psychologist , a member of the pro ject staff , to do a 
rather complete evaluation of each child . 
Effect Summer Pro ject will have on  regional program . '!he 
I 
Summer Program was a Pilot Program for the Eastern Illinois 
Area in summer educational therapeutic instruction and was a 
forerunner of an i ntensive Recreational -'Iherapeutic Camping 
and Outdoor Education Program . 
'!he Summer Program: .:1:xascoo.nt�guo.us� .wiihh' ''Tit1Le '/'llI: .. and.:lr!@g:Lo.nal 
.
programs--and was closely articulated with all Summer Projects . 
Size and S.C ope of Project . '!he geographic area served 
bv this project was the eight c ounties in East-Central , Illinois . 
These c ounties are C lark , Coles , Cumberland , Douglas , Ed.gar , 
Effingham , Moultrie ,  and Shelby . The total school population 
of these counties , both public and private , is approximately 
42 , 000 childre n .  The p].;'.'ogram was o f  such size that it inc or­
porated all students and parents who wished to attend . 
Approximately ten children were served by this project . ·  
All of the Multi ply Handicapped children in the area w1ere·' ·i·n­
vi teid to participate . '.I:'t was estimated that approximately 
one-half of these took part . 
Students were selected by a screening s taff composed 
of the Director of Special Ed.ucation--School Psychologist-­
Registered Nurse --Special Education Teachers , and Pediatricians . 
Time Schedule . 
Beginning Date ---- ------ -- --------- -- July 7 
Ending Date --- --------------------- --- August 1 
Daily Schedule : 
9 : 45 - 10 : 00 - Arrive - toilet 
10 : 00 - 10 : 15 - Opening of School 
10 : 15 - 10 :45 - Reading - Arithmetic Instruction 
10 : 45 - 11 : 00 - Music 
11 : 00 � 11 : 15 - Speech Improvement 
11 : 15 - 12 : 00 - Arts & Crafts 
12 : 00 - 1 : 00 - Lunch - Rest Period 
1 : 00 - 2 : 00  - Recreation 
2 : 00 - Dismiss 
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Provisions for in-s ervic e  training of the staff were held . 
All s taff memb ers 9 with the exc ep t i o n  of the nurse ,  were c ertified 
spe c ial educati o n  teachers and c o llege s tude nts that were e n� 
rolled i n  a sp ec ial education curriculum . A one -day workshop 
was held prior to the ope ni ng of school . At this workshop a 
staffing was held o n  each child s o  that all memb ers of the 
staff would be aware of the spec ial needs of each child . 
Summary Report . This program , which was dire cted by 
Mr .  Don Iandis , was held at the Mayo School Annex in Paris ,  
Ill i no i s .  The program c o nsisted of four weeks of c lasse s , with 
a pre and p o s t  school i nterviews with the parents i nvolved . 
As academic instruc t or I'1r' . Iandis tried to e s tablish the 
level of achievement of each child and the n to he lp him pro ­
gress from that p o i nt as far as p o s s ible i n  the time alloted . 
The techniques used were those of pre -readine s s  and read ­
iness work i n  readi ng and arithmetic through use of texts and 
work sheets . He also used a p erc eptual motor test and work­
sheets to e s tablish which s tudents might have a proble,m of this 
typ e . Some s tude nts were found to have a prob lem in perc eptual 
mo t or discri minatio n  and he worked with the m  i n  this area unt i l  
the e nd of t h e  school s e s s io n .  
At the c o nc lus i o n  o f  the .school the s taff me t wi:th the 
pare nts of each stude nt and discussed with them what prob lems 
the child was havi ng and what the y  found to b e  effective i n  
c orrecting their parti cular prob lem . They sugge sted various 
exerc i s e s  that the parents c ould do at home in order to carry 
on the proper traini ng of their child . 
In c o nc lusion I would like to s tate that as a teacher of 
the Educable Me ntally Handicapp ed I was very grati&ied with the 
results . The childre n enj oyed the school and looked forward 
to coming each day . The parents i nterviewed at the e nd of 
schoo l  also thought the program was very worthwhile and stated 
that the ir child enjoyed it very much . 
PRE-SCHOOL DEAF CHILDREN AND THEIR PARENTS 
Ob jec tive s  of program . This program was de signed to 
provide : (1 ) guidance and informat ion to the pare nts of young 
deaf chi ldre n ,  and (2 ) a language deve lopme nt program for these 
pre -schoo l  deaf childre n .  The language deve lopment was based 
o n  experienc e s  afforded b y  field trip s . The fie ld trips were 
the basis for the auditory trai ni ng and speech readi ng program . 
In addition , ac tivities normal for any pre -school child were 
inc luded . The program also i nc luded a week of camp i ng for 
both parent and child at East Bay Camp near Bloomi ngton , 
Illino is . Parents attended the c lasses as often as pos sible 
and were i nc luded o n  all field trip s o Such a program was the 
first of its kind in this area . 
T.he. '"mo st lasting effe c t  was the guidanc e and informati o n  
given -to the pare nts of pre - school deaf childre n . They provided 
much'  6£ :.the · language building nec e ssary for the deaf child a s  
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ultimate�:succes1» . As : .T:,n±s .area: has' had no : .prevfuous:_ ipltlgg;r?am "'for 
the very young deaf , a c o mb i nation education--re creati o n  pro ­
gram provided badly needed help for both the parents and chi ldre n . 
Size and Scope of Projeet . An e ight c ounty area i n  East­
Central , Illinois was served . The c ounties were C lark , Coles , 
Cumb erland ,  Douglas , Edgar , Effingham , Moultrie ,  and She lby , 
total school population 42 , 000 . 
Approximately six childre n rangi ng in age fro m two and 
one -half t o  five and o ne -half was i nc luded i n  the program . 
All the deaf chi ldren i n  thi s  age range were invited to 
parti c ipate . 
Childre n were selected by the Director of Spec ial Educati o n  
- -School Psychologist- - Teacher of the Deaf - -Audio logi st , and 
Pediatric ians .  
Time Schedule . 
Beginni ng Date -- -- -- - - - -- -- -- July 21 
Endi ng Date - - -- --------- - - - - - Augus t 22 
Daily Schedule : 
9 : 45 - 10 : 00 - Arrival 
10 : 00 - 10 : 30 - Auditory Training - Sp eech Reading 
10 : 30 - 10 : 45 - Music 
10 : 45 - 11 : 00 - Bathro om 
11 : 00 - 11 : 30 - Speech 
11 : 30 - 12 : 15 - Art s & Crafts 
12 : 15 - 1 : 15 - Lunch & Rest 
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1 : 15 - 2 : 00 - Language Direc ted Play 
In-servic e  Training of s taff was provided pri or to each 
day ' s c las ses . The staff me t for o ne -half hour each day to 
review and ass e s s  p lans and ob jectives for the day . In addi t i o n 9 
a one -day workshop of both s taff and pare nts was held prior to 
the ope ni ng of school . 
Summary Report . A five -week summer program for the pre ­
scho ol deaf and thei r  parents was he ld i n  M3.tto o n  under the 
ausp i c e s  of Title VI . Pers onnel i nc luded a teacher of the deaf 9 
a c lerical aid t;:'! 9 :  a.rod twp >teacij.er; .a:li.des--one , a nursery school 
teacher and the other a teacher of the me ntally re tarded . 
E�uipme nt used was loaned by Eastern Ill i no i s  Univers ity Speech 
and Heari ng Clinic . �hterials were purchas ed with Title VI 
money . The five -week program was bui lt around a seri e s  of 
field trips - -o ne to the farm , o ne to camp 9 and o ne to the z o o . 
The vocabulary for speech read i ng , auditory training , and spe e c h  
were based o n  t h e  experi e nc e s  they would have o n  the fie ld trip s . 
Several days preparati o n  was done showi ng them ob jects and p i c ­
tures of the animals the y  would see . The field trip was take n 
and Polaroid c olor p i c tures were made of the ac tual animals and 
thi ngs that were s ee n .  Follow-up was done us i ng the s e  p icture s 
with the childre n .  This me thod was extreme ly successful . 
Five children attented the program . Three of the s e  were 
ac companied by their mothers . The o ther two by a nursery school 
teacher . One mother was unable to attend becaus e of her job 9 
.l'+) 
and the other mother is c o nfi ned to a whe e lchair and c ould not 
atte nd . In addition , a o ne year old deaf child and her mother 
atte nded o n  an irregular basis . Of the childre n attend i ng ,  two 
were two years old , two were thre e years o ld , and one was f our 
years o ld . Previ ous traini ng ranged from no ne to very little . 
Their mothers were e nc ouraged to not o nly watch and partic ipate 
in the therapy s e s s i ons with their own childre n ,  but to play i n  
a struc tured s ituatio n  with childre n o ther than their own . 
This approach showed some succ e s s . The mothers were anxi ous to 
learn how to work with their chi ldren and i n  the therapy situation 
with guidanc e were abl e  to make s ome progre s s  i n  learning what 
techni ques to use . In the p lay s i tuation , suc c e s s  seemed to 
dep e nd o n  the i ndividual mother w s  pers o nality rather than the 
structure of the school . 
The mo st frustrati ng aspect of the summer was the fac t 
that thi s  was o nl y  for five weeks , and there was no definite 
, plan for the fall for these children .  In five weeks the teacher 
was able to prepare them to learn . Only limited progress was 
made in the therap y becaus e of the short length of time in 
scho ol . Both the children and the mothers are now ready to 
c o ntinue a program of l earni ng suitable to them and t o  their 
age , but no p rogram i s  available . 
Two c hanges should be made if the program i s  done again . 
One , a bui lding more suitable to needs should be found . New 
Hop e School i s  largel y  ope n  spac e . The therapy area i s  ope n  
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to much di straction- - traffic go i ng from the kitchen to the 
play area , i ntic eme nt of the nearby p lay area , and movement 
near the front door . Thi s scho o l  i s  used for trainable mentally 
handicapp ed childre n duri ng the year , and the size of the tab les 
and chairs were not suitable to two and thre e year o ld childre n .  
Two , although sufficient money was avai lable for the program thi s  
summer , and no reque sts were denied , a petty cash fund would 
have c ertainly b e e n  helpful . It is very difficult to foresee 
all the teaching and learni ng p o s s ib i lities with two year olds 
and three year o lds . Quite ofte n ,  i t  would have been needed 
to do thi s . For i nstanc e , to take the childre n  to ge t an ice 
cream c o ne , or whe n  we were at the z o o  to buy the childre n a 
balloon--an excellent opp ortunity for teachini� "up " , "down" , 
"round" , " c o lors " . Several good teaching opp ortunities went 
by through the summer because of lack of avai lable cash . 
In summary , I felt that the summer pro j e c t  was definitely 
succes sful and that the mone y was wel l  sp e nt , but that the 
major thing lacki ng was a follow -up program . 
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C HAPTER XVI 
OUTDOOR EXPERIENCES FOR HANDICAPPED CHILDREN 
Nature and purpose of the Pro j e c t . The nature of the 
proj e c t  is to provide a res ide ntial program of organi zed campi ng 
for all handicapped children . To provide educatio nal , recre ­
ational , theraputic , and e mployme nt opportunities for all 
handicapped chi ldre n ,  and to provide for the training of 
teachers of handicapp ed childre n in a prac tical manner . 
Camp i ng provides a creative educational experience in 
c o - operative group livi ng i n  the out of doors . It utilizes 
the res ourc e s  of the natural surroundi ngs to c ontribute sign­
ificantly t o  me ntal , physical , soc ial , and spiritual growth . 
The followi ng di scus.si o n  describes the need '�nd proposes 
a plan for an outdoor c e nter that would serve as a camp and 
an outdoor educat i o n  c e nter for handicapped young� ters . 
A pilot pro ject i n  Camping for Educable Nentally Hand ­
i capped youngs ters . Before embarki ng on a full scale resident 
camp i ng program for handicapped youngsters a pilot pro j e c t  was 
prop o sed to test the feasibility of such an e ndeavor . 
In June of 1966 , the Eastern Illino i s  Area of Spe c ial 
Educat i o n  and the Il linois Divi s i o n  of Vocati o nal Rehab i l i tati o n  
spo nsored a t w o  w e e k  work camp f o r  e ighteen high s c h o o l  sp ec ial 
education students at We sley Woods Camp a1t Iak Ge neva , Wi sc o ns i n . 
These e ighteen high school students ac tually maintai ned the camp 
facilities for two weeks o 
The camp program was organized for the following purp ose : 
(1 ) to e valuate vocati o nal ski lls and abilities 9 (2 ) to provide 
prevocati onal training (espec ially in the area of improving 
habits and attitude s ) , (3)  to develop c lose pers o nal re lationship s 
with these s tude nts who have s o  many s o c ial and e motional prob ­
lems , (4) to provide new exp e ri e nc e s  for the s e  stude nts (some 
had not b e e n  out of C entral Illinois ) 9 (5 ) to provide wholesome 
recreati o n  and outdoor educatio n .  
Th e  s ix girls prepared the food and mai ntai ned the camp 
kitche n under the guidanc e  of two camp staff pers o nne l . They 
prepared the food for as many as two -hundred p e op l e . 
The twelve boys did many groundskeep i ng and mai nte.nanc e 
tasks around the camp site . The y did such thi ngs as : (1)  
clear and seed a hillside , (2 ) remove an o ld fence and build a 
new fenc e , (3 )  i nstall a pier , (4) wash flo ors , walls , and 
windows i n  preparation for ope ni ng  the p ortions of ca.mp that 
has been idle duri ng the winter months . It was felt by the 
camp management that all of these s tude nts did a very exc ellent 
j ob . Their desire and wi llingne s s  to work is certai nly some ­
thing every camp manager dreams of . 
Planned recreation in the late afternoo n  and evening was 
a part of the camp program . They partic ipated i n  such things 
as swimming ,  boating , hiking 9 fishi ng , team sports , etc . 
It was the opi ni o n  of the camp s taff that each of the 
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students benefi ted very much from thi s  program . 'Ihe p erso nal 
relati o nship s develop ed were very valuable . It i s  the i ntent 
of the area to expand thi s  program to i nc lude approximate l y  
thirty to thirty-five students i n  June o f  1970 . We will expand 
the s taff to i nc lude approximately e ight profe s s i o nal workers ; 
i nc ludi ng o ne p s ychologi s t . 
In additi o n  to s ervi ng our high school Educable Me ntally 
Handicapped students i n  a camp program , we be lieve there is a 
very strong need to deve lop a camp program i n  our area for 
younge:i; Educable Me ntally Handicapped children--espec ially those 
that c o me from i nade quate homes . 
Who Would Be Eligible for Attendanc e i n  the Outdoor C e nter? 
Any child i n  the surrounding area , but primarily those handi capped 
chi ldre n residing withi n the 10 c ounties of the Eastern Illino i s  
Area of Spe c ial Educati o n  and the Eastern Illino i s  Deve lopment 
and Servi c e  Unit . 
'Ihe e stimated i nc idenc e  figure s are : 
Trai nab l e  Mentally Handicapped 80 chi ldre"n 
Educable Mentall y  Handicapped 800 c h i ldre n 
Speech Defective 2 , 000  children 
Physically Handicapped 140 childre n 
Socially 1'13.ladjusted 1 , 200  chi ldre n 
Learni ng Disorders 800 childre n 
Emotionally Disturbed 400 children 
Deaf 40 childre n 
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Partially Sighted 24 childre n 
Multip ly Handicapped 20 children 
Blind 12 children 
Total 
Handicapped Youngs ters 
These figure s  repre s e nt all of the handicapped school age 
childre n i n  the area based o n  40 , 000 childre n o  
The camp , of c ours e , c ould not p o s sibly provide camping 
facilities for all 5 , 916 chi ldre n ,  particulary during its first 
phase of op eration . The areas of di sability would probably 
c e nter around the mentally retarded (Educable and Trainable ) 9 
Physically Handicapped , Soc ially Maladjusted , Neurologically 
Impaired , and Speech Defec tive . 
We e s timate that approximately 80% of the se 0hi ldre n are 
culturally deprived . 
What are Some of the Objective s  of such a n  Outdoor C e nter ?  
A n  outdoor c e nter f o r  handicapped childre n should be des igned 
for an exte nded experience in the out�©f-do ors -- an escape from 
c lassical c lassro o m  milieu . 
An outdoor c e nter should provide for a dece ntral i zed plan 
in which the stude nts act in small groups and are brought to-
gether for meals and group ac tivities . This allows for a close 
camaraderie and flexibility of program " 
The outdoor c e nter should c o nc ern itself first hand with 
nature- -an area sadly neglec ted . Apprec iati o n  of nature can 
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lead to new disc overi e s , new experi e nc e s , new learni ngs and a 
better unders tanding of things around us . It allows the childre n 
to formulate c o nc epts . 
'Ihe outdoor c e nter should c o nc ern i t s e lf with an exte ns i o n  
o f  t h e  l earni ng experie nc e s  gai ned i n  the s c h o o l  c lassroom . 
Direc t  sub j e c t  matter material can be readily seen i n  the out-
door e nviro nme nt and be made more prac tical and meani ngful . 
'Ihe outdoor c e nter should provide suc c e s sful experienc e s  
for the s tude nt . Suc c e ssful experie nc e s  are important as he 
has generally had a his tory of failure - -and no child can learn 
in a "failing "  e nviro nment . 
'Ihe exte nded camp experie nc e  should off er to teachernand 
pupi l  alike i ntimate contact with each other in an i nformal 
enviro nme nt which give s them an opportuni ty to learn and live 
together as they e s tabl i sh c o mmon i ntere s t s  and close c o mpan-
io nship which is more likely to be achi eved in an outdoor 
setting . 
How to Reach 'Ihese Ob j e c tive s . 
A .  'Ihe outdoor c e nter should fully utili z e  its e nviron­
ment and re sourc e s  for educative e nds and to mee t  
the needs of,> the handicapped child . 
B .  'Ihe outdoor c e nter should teach soc ial livi ng and 
c i ti z e nship and to app l y  thes e  c o nc epts i n  daily 
worki ng and l iving experi e nc e s . 
c .  'Ihe outdoor c e nter should be an i nformal experienc e  
where fun i s  cherished , happ i ne s s  learned , and edu­
cati o n  a j o y . 
D .  'Ihe outdoor c e nter should be a p lac e where health 
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is improved , nutri tion and pers o nal hygie ne learned 
through the demands of camp livi ng 9 and taught by 
c o gni zant c ouns el ors . 
E .  The outdoor c e nter shou ld e nc ourage and develop work 
exp erie nc e s  of a vari ety of ki nds through which campers 
c ome to unders tand the dignity of labor , and the s ig ­
nificance of shared resp o ns ibility in de mocrat ic living . 
F .  Th e  outdoor c ne ter should continually evaluate its 
program to ascertai n i t  is meeting the needs of each 
camper . 
G .  The outdo or c e nter should b e  an i ntegral part of the 
child ' s  sp ec ial educati o n  program--to suppleme nt his 
school training with experi e nc e  and democratic living 
i n  an outdoor setting . 
What Ideas C ould be Uti lized in an Outdo or C e nter? Many 
of the tasks i n  develop i ng the s i te for arr outdoor c e nter c ould 
i nvo lve the use of spec ial education work-study s tude nts - -under 
close sup ervi s io n .  This would provide a practical learni ng 
situatio n . 
The outdoor c e nte� c ould be partially mai ntained and par-
tially s taffed by me ntally re tarded s tude nts as ade quately 
displayed i n  the p i l o t  pro j e c t . This would give the s tude nt 
a suc c e s sful work experie nc e  i n  a highly supervised s i tuat i o n - -
aidi ng to the employability potential of that stude nt . 
The outdoor c e nter c ould provide a healthy atmosphere and 
learning situation to th e students of culturally deprived en-
vironme nts and aid i n  c o mbati ng educational retardat i o n . 
The outdoor c e nter c ould provide " Spec ial Servic e s " to 
certain handicapped youngsters such as : 
1 .  Psychological c ouns e l i ng i n  group s e s s i o ns and in-
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2 . 'Thorough diagno stic evaluati ons throughco ons-ta:h.t0on s�rvad�1 o ns 
and psychometrics . 
J .  Phys ical therapy to physically handicapped s tude nts - ­
o n  a dai ly i ntensive bas i s - -with a se ssi o n  to trai n the 
s tude nts ' pare nts i n  order to c o ntinue the exerc i s e s . 
Waterfront and other phys ical ac tivities would be em­
ployed to mee t  thi s  e nd .  
4 .  Oc cupat i o nal therapy--especially to trainable youngsters 
and emoti o nally dis turbed students . 
5 . Sp�ecb; : tb�rapy.v ; lip:,; rea.dih�h , and�: langµagg>�develOpment.< 
c ould be provided b y  the Speech Pathologist--as speech 
and language problems c o nstitute a major problem to 
many handicapped chi ldre n . 
6 ,  Spe c ial medical aid and diets c ould be provided on an 
i ntensive bas i s  to s tude nts wi th spec ial needs by a 
dietic ian and medical staff . 
7 .  A · _compjL�rte ..:aducatibraal:'.and· l r:em_e.dia.iL '..pp.og::r,am: .;coufud;,.be _ 
uti lized especially to the childre n with learning · 
disabilities assoc iated with neurological i nvolvements . 
8 .  Complete medical e valuations and treatme nts c ould be 
a b e nefit to many childre n--especially to those from 
culturally deprived home s ; i nc ludi ng a training s e s s i o n  
for the parents o n  " How to care f o r  your handicapped 
child . "  
Re s ident camp i ng c ould provide i nvaluable facilities to 
Univers i t y  Teacher Trai ni ng Programs . 
Eastern Illinois Univers ity Speech Correction Departme nt 
wouldlii. be i nteres ted in using the camp fac i lities to tra i n  student 
c l i ni c ians under the auspic e s  of the Univers ity Staff and the "' , .  
Camp Staff . This �ould provide i ntens i ve spe ech therapy for 
the camp ers and a training situation for the cli nic ian . 
Eastern Ill i no i s  Univers ity and the Univers ity of Illi no i s  
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would also b e  i ntere sted i n  trai ni ng the ir teacher traine e s  i n  
Me ntal Retardationc:act; ·:, tne· : camp. b�r provJ:ding :tnem with: ffrst) 
hand experi e nc e  with me ntal ly retarded childre n . This would 
also provide s ome additional c lassro om work 9 o n  an i nformal bas i s , 
for the childre n .  This i s  e spec ially imp ortant for tho s e  childre n 
that are underachievers . 
A camp for the handicapp ed c ould provide exce l l e nt ex­
peri e nc e s  to c ollege s tude nts maj oring i n  Sp ecial Education and 
to fos ter an i ntere s t  i n  Sp ecial Educati o n  within oth�r s tude nt s . 
A maj ority of the cab i n  c ounselors c ould be from thi s  group . 
The camp c ould provide excellent fac i lities for year round 
in-servi c e  training programs for Sp ec ial Educatio n  teachers . 
Evaluati o n  Proc edures .  Outdoor Education Programs must 
c o ntinually be evaluated to determi ne if it i s  me eting the ne eds 
of the s tudents and mee ti ng the ob jec tives of the camp . 
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C HAPTER XVII 
REFERRAL AGENC IES THAT C OOPERATE WITH THE 
EASTERN ILLI NOIS AREA OF SPEC IAL EDUCATIO N 
FOR THE EDUCATIO N OF HA NDICAPPED C HILDRE N 
Dr .  Herman Adler 
Zone C e nter 
University of Ill i no i s  
Champaign , Illi no i s  
Pho ne - 333-4990 
Dr .  Milton Baumann 
725 s .  Sec o nd Street 
Springfie ld �  Illi noi s  
Boy�s Town of Illinois 
Grafton , Illi noi s  
Gale sburg Group Care Home 
Galesburg , Illinois 
Adolph Meyers C e nter 
Mound Road 
Decatur , Illino i s  
Dr .  C .  G .  Gle nn , M . D . 
152 North Ed.ward Stree t  
Decatur , Illinois 62522 
C hampaign Me ntal Health C l i nic 
501 E .  Springfi e ld 
C hampaign , Illinois 
Pho ne - 352-7921 
C o l e s  C ounty , Me ntal Health Clinic 
181%- Broad.way 
Mattoo n , Illinois 
Dr .  Eisen , Psychologist 
501 S .  Sixth 
Suite 208 
Champaign , Illinois 
Dr .  Kurke , Psychiatri s t  
Z o ne Cl!nter 
Decatur , Illinoi s 
Gene Moore , M . D . 
Adult & Childre n v s Guidanc e C l i nic 
Terre Haute , Indiana 
Mac o n  County Mental Health Clinic 
2300 N. Edward 
Decatur , Illinois 
Pho ne - 877-8613 
Dr. Wayne Thurman 
Dire c tor of Speech & �ea�ing C li nic 
Eastern:�Illinfufus �·u:niversij;y 
Charlesto n �  Illinois 
Dr o Otto Vis i nti n ,  Psychiatri s t  
331 N. Edward 
Decatur , Illino i s  
Dr. Uye no , Psychiatri st 
�itize n ° s  Bui lding 
Decatur f Illi noi s  
Pho ne - 422-5202 
(works at the C oles C ounty Mental Health 
Clinic on Thursdays ) 
Dr .  Pe ter Stabing ,  Psychiatri st 
University of Illinois 
C l i nic Health Servi c e s  
Champaign , Illinois 
Phone - 333-2706 (works at the C oles C ounty Me ntal Health 
C l i ni c  on Tuesdays ) 
Mrs . Nano n Wood , Direc tor 
Achi e vement Scho ol 
Effingham C ounty Associati o n  for Me ntally 
Re tarded Childre n 
109 Long Stree t  
Effi ngham , Ill i no i s  62401 
Phone - 542-3361 
Ashmore Estates ,  Inc . 
Dedicated to the Rehabilitation of the 
Mentally Ill 
P .  O .  Box 811 
Ashmore , Illino i s  
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�ft s s  Beverly Evko 
Consulting Sp eech C orrectionist 
316 s .  Second Street 
Spri ngfield , Illinois 
Pho ne - 525-6601 Ext . 525-7032 
Jack Ros s  
De catur Job Training C e nter 
Shopp er ' s World - N . E . Corner 
Decatur , Illinois 
Pho ne - 877-24 36 
Divi s i o n  of Vocational Rehabilitation 
117 N. 15th Stree t  
M:i.ttoon 9 Illinois 61938 
Dr .  Earl W .  Stark , Sup ervisor 
Hearing C l i nic 
322 Illini Hall - University of Illi nois 
Mi s s  Hazel Bothwell 
Hearing and Deaf C o nsultant 
Division of Spe c ial Education 
316 s .  Se c o nd Street 
Spri ngfield , Illi nois 
!V"rr-s .  Evelyn Carrell 
Public Aid Offi c e  
JVIatto o n  Area Educatio nal Exte nsi on Center 
S .  Route 45 
JVIattoo n ,  Illinois 
Warren A .  Murray - Childre n ' s C e nter 
1717 W .  Broadway 
C e ntralia , Illino i s  26801 
Phone - 532-1811 
Franc is Crites 
Division of Services for Crippled Childre n 
602 s .  Broadway 
Urbana , Illino i s  
365-3375 or 365-3376 
C ommission for Handicapped Childre n 
160 N. IaSal l e  Street 
Chicago 1 ,  Illino i s  
Department of Family & Children Servi c e s  
44 E. Mai n Stre e t  
Champaign , Illino i s  
(also ) 
1000 Broadway 
M3.tto o n , Illi noi s  
Divi s i o n  - Exceptional Chi ldren 
Fi e ld Office 
1111 N .  Nei l  Stre et 
Champaign , Illi noi s "  
Kento n Wil liams 
Sup ervisor of the De catur Branch Offi ce 
Me ntal Health 
125 N. Franklin 
Decatur , Illi nois 
�il ss Naomi Ni ett , Executive Direc tor 
Illinois C o mmission o n  Chi ldren 
714 Ferguson Bui ldi ng 
Spri ngfie ld , Illinois 
Illinois C ounc i l  for Exc eptional Children 
Petra Harri s ,  Chairman 
550 E o  49th Stre e t  
Chicago , Illinois 
Childre n 9 s Clinical Servi c e s  
Institute f o r  Juve nile Re search 
State of Illinois 
Department of Mental Health 
44 Main Stre e t  
Champaign , Illinois 
Dr. r>Ult Adler 
Adler Zone C e nter 
Sub z o ne 2 
Decatur , Illinois 
Illino i s  Society for the Pre ve ntion of Blindness 
Le onard He ise , Executive Direc tor 
220 s .  State Stree t  - Room 1714 
Chicago 4 ,  Illi nois 
Institute for Res earch on Execptional Childre n 
Universi ty of Ill i nois 
1003 W. Nevada 
Urbana , Ill i nois 
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Psychological Service 
Carbondale Field Offic e  
117 E .  Grand 
Carbo ndale ,  Illinois 
Mental Health Clinic 
130 s .  Central Avenue 
Paris , Illinois 
Illinois Counc il for Exceptional Children 
1130 South 6th Street 
Box 905 
Springfield , Illinois 
D. F. Moriarty 
Director of Social Service School for 
the Blind and Partially Seeing 
Jacksonville , Illinois 
Lloyd Mosle y ,  Speech and Hearing C onsultant 
Division of Services for Crippled Children 
602 S .  Broadway 
Urbana , Illinois 61801 
Phone - 365-3375 
�ational Association for Retarded Children ,  Inc . 
386 Park Avenue South 
New York 16 , New York 
�tio nal Society for Crippled Chi ldren & Adults 
(Easter Seal ) 
11 s .  I.a.Salle Street 
Chicago , Illinois 
Eastern Illinois Speech and Hearing Assoc iation 
Gene Strain ,  President 
Olney Public School 
Olne y ,  Illi nois 
Washington University 
St . Louis Childre n u s Hospi tal 
Department of Pediatrics  
500 s .  Ki ngs Highway 
st . Louis , Missouri 63110 
Illinois Association for Mental Heal th , Inc . 
Mrs . Thomas D .  Schmitt , Executive Direc tor 
705* E. Adams Street .  
Spri ngfield , Illinois 
Big Brothers of America 
1007 Suburban Station Bldg . 
Philadelphia , Pa . 
'Ihomas O ';Brien , Executive Director 
Illinois Council for Mentally Retarded Children 
343 s .  Dearborn Street 
Chicago 4,  Illinois 
Gorion R.  Snow , Executive Director 
Illinois Association for the Crippled 
Charles H .  Moody, Executive Secretary 
Springfield ,  Illinois 
United Cerebral Palsy of Illinois 
909 E. Capital 
Springfield ,  Illinois 
Ben F .  Behrent , Executive Director 
National Association of Sheltered Workshops 
and Homebound Programs , Inc . 
1029 Vermont Ave . ' · N. W .  
Washington ,  .'!D . :  Q .  
Antonio C .  Suazo ,  Executive Director 
National Society for the Study of Education 
5825 Kimbark Avenue 
Chicago 37 , Illinois 
Herman G o  Richey ,  Secretary-Treasurer 
American Cancer Society 
Illinois Division 5th District 
212 s .  16th Street 
�httoon , Illinois 
Phone - 234-4757 
American Red Cross 
Mattoon Chapter 
1706 Broadway 
M:1ttoon,  Illinois 
Phone - 234-7500 
Catholic Charities 
Decatur Branch Office 
247 W .  Prairie 
Decatur , Illinois 
Phone - 4283458 
16 1 
Coles County Tuberculosis Assn .  
P .  O .  Box 255 
120t s .  17th Street 
Mattoon , Illinois 61938 
Coles County Department of Public Aid 
119 W .  State Street 
P .  O .  Box 310 
Charleston , Illinois 61920 
Phone - 345-2188 
Coles County Tuberculosis 
Sanatorium Board 
P o <JO • Box 227 
National Bank Building 
Charleston , Illinois 
Phone 345-2523 
County Division , Circuit Court 
Court House 
Charleston , Illinois 
Phone - 345�2134 
Department of Public Health 
301 W .  Birch Street 
Champaign , Illinois 61822 
Phone - 217-356-6446 
Illinois Heart Assn . 
54 E .  Springfield 
Champaign , Illinois 61820 
Illinois Lutheran Welfare Ass n .  
730 E .  Vine 
Sppingfield , Illinois 62705 
Illinois State Employment Service 
115 N .  15th Street 
Mattoon , Illinois 61938 
Illinois Veterans Commission 
309 S .  21st Street 
�.attoo n ,  Illinois 
Phone - 234-4775 
Illinois Youth Commission 
Correctional Services for Boys and Girls 
410 S .  Neil 
Champaign , Illinois 
Lutheran �!:ifl"d 0Jt��Ei:tI'a;re . Assn . 
730 E .  Vi ne 
Spri ngfie ld , I l l i nois 62705 ' 
Lutheran Social Servi c e  of Ill i nois 
400 W. Dickens 
Chi cago , Ill inois 60614 
Nati o nal Foundati o n  
1929 s .  MacArthur 
Spri ngfield , Illino i s  62704 
Salvati o n  Army 
JOO N. 14th Stree t  
Mattoo n ,  Illi noi s  
Pho ne - 234-3915 
School Nurs es 
Charleston 
Board of Education 
Communi ty Uni t Distric t  No . 1 
1115 Mo nroe 
Pho ne - 345-2106 
Mattoon 
Board of Educati o n  
2601 Walnut 
Phone - 235 -5446 
Oakland 
Board of Educat� o n  
Logan Ave nue 
Pho ne - 346-3561 · 
S o c ial Security Admi ni s trati o n  
Di stri c t  Offi ce Dept . of Health , Educat i o n  and 
We lfare )09 w .  Clark Stre e t  
Champaign , Ill i no i s  61822 
Eastern Illi no is Area of Sp e c ial Education 
Donald R. Grewell , Dire c t or 
M .A . E . E . C . 
South Route 45 
Matto o n , Illi noi s  
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CHAPTER XIX 
EVALUATION 
The wri ter of thi s paper s erved her i nternship for ad­
ministration i n  the offic e  of Spe cial Education under the 
guidanc e of Don Grewe l l . 
Mr .  Grewell , his secretari e s , and members of his staff 
were most helpful . Never having b e e n  i nvolved i n  the admin­
istrati ve field , the wri ter fe lt very insecure ; but Mr .  Grewe ll 
gave her many good poi nters and s ound advi c e  o n  how to c ope with 
s i tuatio ns which would arise . Further worki ng wi th Mr .  Grewell 
made her more aware of the varied and comp l ex problems a direc tor 
e nc ounters . 
The educatio nal programs and suppl ementary services differ 
in some ways from thos e  of regular grade s tudents . Curricula 
frequently needs to be modified to meet the spec ial needs of 
exc eptional chi ldre n . Spe c ially trai ned and certified teachers 
mus t  b e  selected to provide suitable i ns tructi o n . Spe c ial 
educati o nal e quipment and supply items have to be purchas ed and 
made avai lable in the c lassrooms .  Spe c ially des igned c lassrooms 
and fac ilities , i n  some i nstanc e s , must b e  bui lt . Transportation 
must be provided for s ome of the s e  pup i ls . Identificati o n  and 
diagnostic procedures must b e  develop ed to assure the selection 
of all pupils who need spe cial education programs . · Plans mus t  
be deve l oped with regular s c h o o l  admini strators s o  that i ntegrated 
programs with normal chi&';Q.ren may be provided where feasible . 
Cooperative working relationship must be developed and main; 
tained with many community agencies . Programs for all types 
of handicapped children must be arranged s o  that all educable 
pupils will have suitable programs of instructio n .  Special 
child accounting systems mus t  be put i nto operation for main­
tenance of records at the local level and for reporting to the 
s tate department of public instruc tion . Finally,  a well ­
selected and well trained staff of supervisors and c onsultants 
must be employed so that pupils , teachers , administrators , and 
parents may receive the understanding and help and c ounsel they 
require with their special problems . 
As the author views it , she can see many grave weaknesses 
within the current special education program . I.et us be honest 
with ourselves , the present courses of study tend to be a ' 'watered 
down" regular curriculum . To move from this stage to a sc ienc e  
of instruction , , a' S.IY�cd:al" edfrcatibn� prog;r;:a.m: 1wi:ll1_needr;_a/'.ri:6h' , 
array of validated prescriptive programs of instruction at 
their disposal . To assemble these programs will take time , 
talent , and mone y .  Moreover , teams of specialists i ncluding 
creative teachers , curriculum specialists , programers and 
the oreticians will be needed to do the job . 
In a large measure , special educators have been at the 
mercy of the general education establishment in that they 
acc ept problem'  pupils who have been referred out of the 
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regular grades . In this way v they c ontribute to the delinquency 
of regular education 9 s i nc e  they remove pupils that create pro b-
�lems and thus neglect the need to deal wi th i ndividual differe nc e s . 
The <!! ntenit'..:;of mutuailJd.elus i o n  betwee n  general and spec ial ed -
ucati o n 9  that sp ec ial c las s plac ement will be advantageous to 
show learning childre n of poor parents can no longer b e  tolerated . 
Chi ldren that others cannot teach , are placed in the special 
c lassrooms . A large perc e ntage of the s e  are from e c o nomical ly 
disadvantaged backgrounds . Thus much of spec ial education wi ll 
c o nti nue to b e  a sham of dreams unless spe c ial educators i ns i s t  
o n  a comprehensive ecological push- -with quality educational 
programs as part of it . This is hardly with the prevale nt 
prac tice of expedi ency i n which many untrai ned and l e s s  than - ·  '\ 
master teachers are employed to i ncrease the number of spe c ial 
educatio n  c las s e s  in resp o ns e  to the pressures of waiting lists 
and mandatory legislation� , Because : of ' 'these )pr:essur:es: � from 
school sys tems , educators have been guilty of fo stering quantity 
with l ittle regard for quality of spe c ial educati o n  i nstruc tion 
and the admi ni s trat i o n  of the programs . 
The three largest problems within the Eastern Ill i nois area 
of Sp ec ial Educati o n  are : (1) lack of monies 9 (2 ) sparse 
p opulat i o n  over a large geographic area 9 (3) and lack of super-
vi sio n .  
Ade quate supervision of Special Education Programs is 
imp erative i n  the eyes of the educational leaders within the 
. . 
State of Illi no i s . Ade quate supervi s i o n  of Spe c ial Education 
Classes i s  doubly imperative i n  Jo int Agree me nt Programs where 
sparse population and wide geographical locations offer and 
invite a brealdown in c o mmunicati o ns . Supervision is a means 
of c orrelating the educat i o nal programs for all chi ldren and 
a means of providi ng the b e s t  educ ational services to each 
child p o s s ible e The supervis or mus t  b e  able to observe the 
"big picture " in a Joi nt Agreeme nt Program . 
Pres e ntly the Eas tern Ill i no i s  Area of Spec ial Educati on 
i s  offeri ng more than s eve nty (70 ) Spec ial Education C lass e s . 
There i s  no supervisor available in thi s  program ; c o ns e quently , 
i t  i s  difficult to mai ntain an/ ade quate c o mmunicat ion chai n ,  
i t  i s  difficult t o  mai ntai n ade quate pup i l  pers o nne l s ervic e s , 
and it i s  difficult to maintain ade quate pare nt c onfere nc es and 
parent study groups s Placeme nt of childre n i n  Spec ial Educati o n  
c lasses particularly those chi ldre n which reside i n  o n e  distri c t  
and must be educated i n  another distri c t , at time s , has been 
haphazard . Remediatio� of thi s  method of p lac ement is a 
critical need i n  the Eastern Illi nois Area program . 
The State of Illino i s  Spe c ial Educat i o n  Rule s  and Regu ­
lat i o ns Handbo ok i ndicates that one sup ervisor may be employed 
for each ten Spe c ial Eduation Classes within the program . The 
Eas tern Illinois area of Spec ial Education c o nsequently require s 
at least two supervisors ; o ne (1 ) i n  T . M . H . -E . M . H . Program , and 
o ne (1)  i n  the Speech and Heari ng Program . An honest attempt 
J. (V 
should be made to provide the s e  servi c e s . 
A c omplete supervisory staff should b e  assembled by Sep ­
tember 1 ,  1970 for every uni t of Spec ial Educati o n  that c o ntai ns 
a minimum of ten (10 ) c lass e s . This would mean approximately 
seven areas of Spec ial Educati o n  nec e s s i tati ng a full -time 
employed supervisor for each area . It i s  imperative that the 
Eastern Illino i s  Area of Spec ial Educati o n  c o ns ider th is fac et 
o n  an e mergency bas is . 
Eve n though the hours were long 0 the relative humidity high , 
and the temperature s oared , the writer of thi s  paper mus t  admit 
the summer of 1969 was well sp e nt . She fe els the educati o n  and 
experi e nc e s  gai ned through liler i nternship to be irreplaceable . 
She , also , mus t  admi t tha� she doesn ° t  know all the answers , 
but she does feel she has e nough knowledge and experi e nc e  to 
qualify her to ac c ep t  a supervi s ory or admi ni strative post . 
With s o  many new i nnovations for spec ial educati o n , the wri ter 
would welc ome as well as enjoy an opp ortuni ty to help i nitiate 
needed change s in the Spe c ial Education Area . 
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